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Deparl:Jrent: Family and Human Developnent 
1he purpose of this study was to investigate the correlational 
ix 
and causal connection between identity and intimacy devel opnent in later 
adol escents using lagged data and multiple measures of each construct. 
Developnental paths were hypothesized from four theoretica lly based 
models ill1d designed to investigate gender and sex role orientation 
differences i n the relationship of identity and intimacy formation. 
Identity was measured by the Revised Version of the Extended Objective 
Measure of Ego Identity Status. Both identity and intimacy were assessed 
by the Erikson Psychosocial Stage InventoEY and the Inventory of 
Psychosocial Developnent. fue Bem Sex Role Inventory and the 
Questionnaire Measure of Emotional Empathy were used to assess sex role 
orientation . using a \:v.Q-wave cr oss- l ag pane l design , the pattern of 
corr e lational dominance between i dentity and intimacy was examined and 
directionality inferred. fue r esul ts indicate that when examining gender 
differences, with sex role i dentif i cation removed from the assessment 
of identity and intimacy, identity appears to be a dominant precursor 
to jntimacy for both sexes . However , sex role orientation does appear 
x 
to mediate the identity/intimacy relationship, where for males femininity 
enhances the identity/intimacy association but does not change the 
general male pattern of identity predicting intimacy . For females , 
a masculine sex role orientation results i n a pattern similar to either 
masculine or feminine males, while femininity is associated with a more 
fused connection between identity and intimacy. 
(95 pages) 
C1 1J1PI'ER I 
IN'l'RCXXlC'rIrn 
Ide ntity and Intimacy Development 
Erikson ' s (1959) theory of psychosocial development has become 
a major frameVKJrk for understanding adol escent deve l opment. During 
adolescence , one is confronted with the resolution of the crises of 
identity achievement versus i dentity diffusion followed by intimacy 
versus iso lation . Erikson' s epigene tic princ ipl e states ~lat in life 
span deve l opment , identity must precede intimacy . An individual without 
a fj r m sense of self will be unab l e to commit to ano~er person. 
Fulfillment of intimacy requires a sense of s hared identity . 
Sex Differences 
Edksonian theory has been critici zed as bej.ng a ~eory of male 
deve lopment (Gilligan , 1982). l\l though sex differences are acknowledged 
by Erikson , in ~at girls emphasize inner space and that their identi ty 
deve l opment appears Lo be f used with i n timacy formation, these ge nder 
differences are apparently not significant enough for Erikson to alter 
the eigh t - slage developmental progression . 
However , others (Douvan & l\de l son, 1966 ; Gi lligan , 1982) have 
addressed t he disparity belween VKJmen' s experience and t he Eriksonian 
,rodel . l\ddj tiona l s tudies have addressed the emerging pattern that 
f o r males issues re la ted to ideological identi ty development and for 
females i ssues ,-elated to estab] i s hing and maintaining interpersonal 
re lationships appear t o be the rrost salient factors that contribute 
Lo advanced i ntimacy formation annng adolescents (Craig-Bray , Adams 
& Dobson , in press; Fitch & Adams, 1983 ) . These findings have led some 
researche , s t o sugges t that fOL adolescent gir ls intimacy development 
may occur concurrent with , or even pLecede, identity deve lopment . 
Statement of the Problem 
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Erikson (1968 ) clearly states t hat identity formation mus t be well 
on its way prior to true intimacy being accomplished . However , Gilligan 
(1982) and other researchers (e .g . Douvan & Ade l son , 1966) have suggested 
t ha t this may be the developmenta l progression for males but a different 
or opposite pattern may be fol lowed by females . For women , intimacy 
development may occur concurrently wi t h or prior to identity 
deve lopment. These gender dis tincti ons have not been c l ear ly delineated 
nor have t heoretica l mode l s been explIcated or t es ted r egarding such 
differences . 
Also , mos t studies have used concurrent rathe r than time ordered 
variables . Few have made distinctions between i deological and 
interpersonal identity . These two dimes i ons of the ident ity concept 
appear to be sa lient to gender disU nctions as well. If for males , 
issues related to ideologica l identity development , and for females , 
i.ssues related to establishi ng and maintaining i nterpersonal 
relationships contribute to intimacy deve lopment , then these dimensions 
of i dent ity must be recognized and assessed . Likewise , multiple measures 
of intimacy have not been used in previous studies investigating the 
relationship between identity and in timacy statuses . Therefore , ear ly 
findings regardi.ng the connecti on between identity and i ntimacy may 
be measurement specific . 
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Finally, none of t he previous studies relating identity imd intimacy 
have collected both measures lagged over time , a necessary procedure 
in analyzing the correlational or causal relationship of these 
constructs . 
Purpose of the Study 
The purposes of this study were to (1) assess identity and intimacy 
statuses at two points in time , using multiple measures of each 
construct , of a sample of college age adolescents , (2) to determine 
the relationship bet~een and directiona li ty of these developmental 
processes , (3) to i nvestigate gender and sex ro l e orientation differences 
in t he re lationship of i dentity and intimacy formation , and (4) to 
determine which of four theoretical models is best supported by the 
findings . 
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01APl'ER II 
ru:.-VIEW OF TIlE LITERJI'fURE 
Identity 
Erik Erikson 's formul ation (19 50 , 1968) of t he construct of identity 
has focused the study of adolescent personality development on the 
critical process of identi ty forma tion: 
The wholeness to be achieved at this stage I have cal l ed a sense 
of inner identity . The young person , i n order to experience 
wholeness , must feel a progressive continuity between that which 
he has come to be during the l ong years of childhood and that 
which he promises to become i n the antic i pated future ; between 
that which he conceives hi mself to be and that which he perceives 
others to see in him and to expect of him. Individua lly speaking , 
identity includes , but is more t han , the sum of all t he successive 
identifications of t hose earlier years when the child wanted 
to be , and often was forced to become , like the people he depended 
on. Identity is a unique product , which now meets a crisis to 
be solved only in new identifications with age mates and with 
leader figures outside of the fami l y. (E rikson , 1968 , p . 87 ) 
Bourne (1978a ), in his r eview of Erikson' s psychoanalytica lly based 
perspective , discusses several dimensions of t he concept of ego 
identity. It can be considered a developmental product of ~le 
i ndividual ' s experiences and relationships during the previous five 
l ife cycl e stages ; an adaptive accomplishment whereby the i ndividua l 
adapts his or her own uni.gue ski lls, capacities , and stengths to t he 
prevailing socia l ro les ; a structural configuration or frame of 
reference ; and a dynamic process of r ea l ity tes ting , integrating 
self- images developed in childhood and adolescent personal ideologies . 
Additiona lly, whe n Erikson refers to a sense of identity , he speaks 
of the subjective experience of a continuity or a felt inner 
cohesiveness , bebJeen what one has been in t he past and what one i s 
presently as well as a continuity among va rious social roles . Erikson 
(1968) states : 
Ego identity then, in its subjective aspect , is the awareness 
of the fact that there is a self- sameness and continuity to the 
ego 's synthesizing methods, the style of one 's individuality, 
and that this style coincides with the sameness and continuity 
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of one 's meaning for significant others in the immediate community 
(p. 50). 
It is essential to note that the concept of identity incorporates 
not merely a self definition but a perspective of psychosocial 
reciprOCity wherein the reconciling of one ' s self concept is accomplished 
in a socially recogni zed way. As Erikson (1956) has stated: "The term 
identity ••. connotes both a persistent sameness within oneself 
(self-sameness) and a persistent sharing of some kind of essential 
character with others" (p. 57) . Thus, "ego identity is not simply a 
configuration of intrapsychic self-representations , but a sense of 
oneself defined in relationship to a certain group, community, or 
society" (Bourne, 1978a, p. 227) . 
In addition to the above perspectives , ego identity carries an 
existential interpretation i n that the individual while seeking a unique 
niche is also searching for the meaning of life and the need for a 
meaningful v,Qrld. 
Erikson, in Identity: Youth and Crisis (1968), argues that during 
the period of psychosocial moratorium of adolescence, one experiences 
a normative identity crisis. In this period of experimentation, the 
youth's identity consciousness is heightened , compelling the individual 
to explore life alternatives (i.e. occupations, political views, 
religious options ) and the crisis is resolved through personal 
ideological commitment . 
This brief review of the many perspectives of the construct of 
ego identity serves to substantiate the complexity of the concept . 
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Identity includes our own interpretation of ear l y identifications and 
subsequent r e lationships with significant others . It inc ludes commitment 
to a persona l ideol ogy which i ntegrates self definition , sex role 
identification , accepted group standards , and the meaning of life . 
"Ego identity is a complex ro l e image that summarizes one ' s past , gives 
meaning to one ' s present , and directs behavior in the future " (Adams 
& Gu llotta , 1983 , p . 184 ) . 
The complexity of the concept has presented a chal l e nge to those 
investigating ego identity . Waterman (1982 ) notes that most research 
has focused on some combination of the fo llowing aspec ts of identity: 
(a) a c lear sense of self-definition; 
(b) the presence of commitments r egardi ng goals , values, 
and beliefs ; 
(c ) the existence of activity directed toward the implementation 
of commitments ; 
(d ) the consideration of a range of identity alternati.ves; 
(e ) the extent of self-acceptance ; 
(f) a sense of persona l uniqueness ; and 
(g ) confide nce in one ' s personal future (p. 341). 
The most inf luentia l operationalization of Erikson ' s identity 
concept has been the four ego identity statuses deve l oped by Marcia 
(1966) , drawing upon two major dimensions of identity : crisis and 
commitment . Marcia r efers to crisis as a period of struggle during 
which such aspects of personal identity as vocational choice and 
ideological belief s are eva luated. COll1nilirent invo lves mak i ng a firm 
deci s i on and acting accordingly . By lreans of a semi-structured 
interview, a subject is assessed as to whether they have gone t hrough 
a per i od of: cri s is and/or developtrent of cOITUn.Ltments . 
Based upon the adolescent ' s responses he or she is categori zed 
i nto one of four identity statuses : identity diffusion , identity 
forec losure , moratorium , or identity achievement . I f the youth has 
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not: yet expori.enced a rrotivating drive to explore life alternatives 
or if a youth ' s poriods of crises have shown little commitment to an 
occupation and/or ideology he or she would be classified as identity 
diffused . An adolescent would be classified in the identity foreclosure 
status if he or she has never experienced a crisis but is committed 
to goals or values often assimilated from parents or other authority 
figures without experimentation or evaluation of appropriateness to 
one 's unigue self . The third status , rroratorium , refers to an individual 
currently in a state of crisis and exploring a lternatives , bu t who has 
not yet made firm cOlTrnitments . Finally , whe n a youth has experienced 
a psychosocial rroratorium and developed r e la tively firm comnitlrenLs 
he or she is assigned the status of identity achieved . Although an 
individua l may reflect one status at a particu lar point in time , it 
must be kept in mind that identity forma t i on i s a dynamic process and 
over time an i ndividual may change and be categorized in a different 
status. 
Marcia's identity status paradigm has been widely used to c lassify 
i ndividua l s into the statuses , but only two typos of commitment are 
consj.dered in identity formation - occupational and ideological 
(political and religious attitudes and beliefs ) . 
Bourne (1978b) a l so critiques Marcia ' s oporationalization of the 
identity concept noting that the identity status paradigm addresses 
on l y bvo facets of the concept : psychosocia l reciprocity and an 
existentia l stance . Bourne suggests that other domains of commitment 
warranting study include sex- role identi ty (incorporated by Hodgson 
& Fisher , 1979), view of authority , and he terosexual intimacy . 
Additionally, as Gilligan (1982) , Douvan and Adelson (1966), and 
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oU,ers have contended, female identity development may follow a different 
course than males . By focusing on ideological and occupational issues 
of development , investigators may not adequately be assessing female 
development which may focus on interpersonal or social role aspects 
of identity. 
One measure which has been developed to address some of the 
above- mentioned limitations in the study of identity formation is a 
self-report measure , the Extended Version of the Objective Measure of 
Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS; Grotevant & Adams , 1984). This instrcment 
measures Marcia's (1966) ideological domain and interpersonal issues 
in identity development as suggested by Grotevant, Thorbecke and Meyer 
(1982 ) . Ideological dimensions of identity include occupational , 
political, religious, and philosophical commitment and exploration. 
Interpersonal dimensions include friendship , dating , sex role, and 
recreational commitments and exploration . 
There are still additional facets of Erikson's complex concept 
of ego identity which are yet to be operationalized. However , the focus 
of this study will be on the relationship between identity and intimacy . 
Although Erikson (1968) contends that resolution of the identity crisis 
must precede intimacy formation , it is questionable whether these l-wo 
variables are at least partially interdependent for both sexes, or if 
for female development intimacy precedes identity formation. 
Intimacy 
Erikson has defined intimacy as "a fusing of identities" (1968 , 
p . 135). It is the "capacity to corrmit [oneself ] to concrete 
affiliations and partnerships and to develop the ethical strength to 
abide by such cOrTluitrfl2nts " (Erikson , 1968 , p . 263). 
It is Erikson ' s contention that only after a strong identity has 
been deve loped is one capable of intimacy with others. The crisis of 
young adulthood is t.hat of intimacy versus isolation. If intimacy 
formation is not achieved , impersonal or superficial relationships are 
believed to be formed . 
The construct of intimac y has been operationalized by Orlofsky, 
Marcia, and Lesser (19 73 ) into five outcomes : intimate , preintimate, 
stereotyped , pseudointimate , and isolate . A semi-structured interview 
assesses the extent and depth of the subject ' s relationships with men 
and women , as well as attitudes toward i nterpersonal relationships Witll 
peers and extent of openness , responsibility, c loseness, mu tuality , 
and commitment in the subject ' s most significant relationships. 
Intimate i ndividuals are capabl e of developing deep , personal 
re lationships , have several close friends , and show a c lear awareness 
of themse l ves . Preintimate i ndividuals are similar to those in the 
intimate status as to self- awareness and openness . However , these 
individua l s lack the commitment associated with intimate relationships. 
Individuals in the third status , stereotyped , inc l ude those with many 
friendships based on superficial relationships as well as others who 
treat their sexua l partner as an object . The pseudointimate individual 
has made a commitment to one individual. But instead of being truly 
intimate , t he re lationship remains superficial , a mutual isolation in 
tlle guise of intimacy . Final l y , t he isolate is marked by an inabili ty 
to develop i nterpersona l re.lati.onships And is ",i thdrawn from socia l 
interaction . 
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Relationship of Identity and Intimacy 
The bulk of the research investigating intimacy has addressed the 
relationship between identity and intimacy as contiguous constructs 
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in Erikson's stage theory . The results of several studies have provided 
tentative support for Erikson's developmental progression by revealing 
that persons in U1e oore advanced identity statuses (ooratorium and 
achieved) are also in the oore advanced intimacy statuses (Karcerguis 
& Adams, 1980; Marcia , 1976, Orlofsky et a1., 1973; Tesch & Whitbourne, 
1982) . However , other researchers have argued that male and female 
adolescents negotiate the crises of identity and intimacy in different 
manners (Douvan & Adelson, 1966) or along different paths (Gi l ligan, 
1982) • 
Thorbecke and Grotevant's (1982) results indiCated that in a sample 
of high school juniors and seniors, young women were significantly oore 
identity achieved than men in the friendship domain and that the 
processes of interpersonal and vocational identity were oore interrelated 
for females than males. Additiona l ly, commitment to a conception 
regarding friendships was positively correlated with competitiveness 
for males and negatively correlated for females . These researchers ' 
findings are consistent wiU1 Gilligan ' s (1982) theoretical framework 
which contrasts males ' achievement of identity U1rough separateness 
and autonomy with females ' achievement of identity U1rough connected-
ness and relationships . 
Recent studies have addressed the emerging pattern that for males 
issues related to ideological identity development and for females issues 
related to establ ishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships 
appear to be the IfOSt salient factors that contribute to advanced 
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intimacy status among adolescents (Craig-Bray , Adams & Dobson, i n press ; 
ritch & Adams, 1983) . Tilese fi.ndi ngs have hxJ sOlTe researciler s Lo 
hypothesi ze that for adolescent gir l s , intimacy development may occur 
s imul taneously with, or even precede , identity development . 
To lay the foundation for the assessment of corre lational or causa l 
r e l ationships between the identity and intimacy constructs , the 
above- referenced literature will be discussed in greater depth. 
Orlofsky , Marcia, and Lesser (1973 ) not on ly operationalized the 
i ntimacy cri sis into f ive statuses , but their results were inte rpreted 
as supporting the hypothesis that favorable resolution of the 
in timacy-isolation crisis is related to successful resolution of the 
identity crisis . In the i r sample of 53 junior and senior male college 
students , Orlofsky and his colleagues found that men in the high-identity 
statuses (identity achievement and moratorium) were more frequently 
in the high-intimacy statuses (in ti.mate and preintimate ) than either 
foreclosed or identity-diffusion ma les . Similar findings for anothe r 
male sample were obtained by Marcia (1976) in his l ongitudinal study 
of 30 young men. He r eported that more identity achieved males were 
located in t he advanced intimate and preintimate statuses than were 
men in the moratorium , forec losed , and identity-diffusion statuses 
combined . The data from these two studies support Eri.kson ' s theoretical 
position that identity stage resolution may be a prerequisite to t he 
deve lopment of intimacy. Ho~~ver , it mus t be noted that male samples 
were used and no conclusions can be made as to ado lescent female 
deve lopment . Also , on ly corre la tional relationships were studied . 
Wi t hout time ordered variables no conclusions can be drawn about 
priority . 
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I-Iodgson and Fischer (1979 ) extended the study of the intimacy/ 
identity relationship to include 50 subjects of both sexes. Males were 
found to focus on intrapersonal aspects of identity whereas females 
focused on interpersonal aspects. Males tended to resolve the dimension 
of occupational and politica l/re ligious ideology earlier , but did not 
resolve the sexual ideology dimension sooner than females . Women , 
however , were found to have greater capaciti es than men for experiencing 
high levels of intimacy and this female attribute was not dependent 
on identity status. I-Iodgson and Fischer speculated that "a certain 
level of identity deve loprrent must precede a readiness for intimacy 
arn::mg males, whereas such "readiness " in females either precedes or 
coexists with the first gropings toward identity" (lIodgson & Fischer, 
1979 , p. 47 ). They concluded that Erikson ' s stage deve l oprrent was 
supported for males. However, female identity development is not 
necessarily de layed, as suggested by Erikson, but it follows a different 
sequence . Also , the issues of intimacy and identity formation are 
interre la ted in a more complex manner than suggested by Erikson. 
None of the three preceding studies examined intimacy status in 
re l ation to identity status in each of the identity areas . In t heir 
study of 44 ma le and 44 female college students , Kacerguis and Adams 
(1980 ), analyzed separately the varying dimensions of identi ty status 
(occupation , religion , and politics) for intimacy formation. Their 
hypothesis that advanced ego identity status would be associated with 
lTlore advanced intimacy deve loprrent for both males and f emales was 
supported . However , their second hypothesi s that occupational-identity 
and political- identity resolution would be better predictors of higher 
intimacy status for males than for females and that religious identity 
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would be a better predictor of lnore advanced intimacy formation for 
females than males was not supported . Nonetheless , for both males and 
females , occupational identity deve l opment was the only significant 
predictor in the identity/ i n timacy stage resolution relationship . Thus, 
Erikson' s assumption that positive identity stage resolution i s an 
important prerequisite to establishment of healthy intimate r e la tionships 
was par tia lly supported . The authors note that these da ta should not 
be intepreted as implying that occupationa l identity is a necessary 
prerequisite to intimacy formation . A strong identity may only be a 
sufficient and not a necessary condition for developrent of i ntimacy 
i n adolescents . 
Following this line of research , Tesch and Whitbourne (1982) used 
an older sample of men and women (mean age 25 ) to examine differences 
among the identiLy areas of occupation, religj.on, pol iti cs , and sex 
role in relation to intimacy status . They found no significant sex 
differences in intimacy status or identity status as well as no re l ation 
between occupational identity and i ntimacy for either males or females . 
The authors sugges t ed that one interpre tation of Erikson's theory -
that a strong identity i s a prerequisite for i ntimacy for males and 
that identity formation in women cannot be completed until the attainment 
of in t imacy - was no t supported by thei r data . Although individuals 
high in identity were more likely to be high in intimacy , this was not 
a lways t he case . Many men who were less advanced in identi ty (diffused ) 
were high in intimacy . Likewise , a number of women had less advanced 
identities , but were high in i ntimacy . Other women exhibited strong 
identity development wi t hou t a simi lar l evel of intimacy development . 
Thus , Tesch and Whitbourne conc luded t hat Erikson ' s theory regarding 
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the pattern of identity and intimacy resolutions , that a well developed 
identity facilitates the establ ishment of i ntimate relationships , be 
extended from men to women. 
In a subsequent study , Mlitbcurne and Tesch (1985) compared identity 
and intimacy status arrong college seniors and alumni. As in t he ir 
previous study with young adul ts , they modified and expanded Orlofsky ' s 
intimacy status measure to include the merger status, describing 
relationships in vAlich one partner dominated the other . Alumni were 
in the identity achievement and intimate and merger intimacy statuses 
more frequent l y t han college students . whereas college students were 
more frequently foreclosed and rated as preintimate or low in i ntimacy . 
On ly for alumni was intimacy related to identity status supporting 
Erikson' s theory that favorable identity resolution is prerequisite 
to i ntimacy formation . The researchers suggested the lack of 
relationship between identity and intimacy status among college students 
may be attributed to a lack of resolution of either issue. Indeed , 
Munro and Adams (1977) sugges Led that college provides a prolonged 
psychosocia l nDratoriulTl and may not encourage the crysta lization of 
identity formation . 
Al t hough these studies have suggested that s imilar patterns exist 
for male and female identity and intimacy deve lopment consistent with 
Erikson ' s t heoreti cal framework, more recent studies have revealed gender 
divergent developmenta l paths . In a replica tion and extension study 
of the identity/intimacy re l ation , Fitch and Adams (1983 ) found ~lat 
for males only , occupat i onal identity is predictive of intimacy 
formation. These findings are consistent with those reported by 
Kacerguis and Adams (1980) as to the relationship between occupational 
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identity and intimacy status. However, contrary to Kacerguis and Adams's 
data , fitch and Adams reported t hat religious identity and not 
occupational identity was predictive of intimacy l evel s for females . 
1he authors suggested t hat their time l agged data provided support for 
a t heory i ncorporating the different concerns of the sexes in the 
formation of identity and intimacy . Hence , occupational identity , as 
an instrumental achievement-oriented dimension , may be rore predictive 
of ma l e i ntimacy deve l opment; religious ide ntity , an affiliative 
dimension , may be rore predictive of female intimacy development. 
Another recent study which suggests t hat the paths for aChieving 
intimacy differ for men and women is the longitudinal study conducted 
by Kahn, Zimmerman , Csikszentmihalyi , and Getze l s (1985 ) . In studying 
the r elationship between identity (data gathered in 1963) and i ntimacy 
(as measured by marital status in 1981 ), these researchers found that 
the successfu l resolution of the crisis of identity , based on occupa-
tional and ideologica l comnitment , was necessary for a man to deve l op 
intimacy. for women , the decision to marry was independent of her 
identity achievement. Her identity status was not predictive of her 
marita l status but of U,e ongoing stability of her marriage . lienee , 
the Kahn, et al . study suggests that the relationship between identity 
achievement and intimacy formation differs dramatically for males and 
fema les . 
Craig-Bray , Adams , and Dobson (in press ) have further investigated 
the linkage between identity and intimacy with a sample of 48 college 
age late adolescents . Their resul ts point to complex sex differences 
in development and to t he necessity of assessing intimacy i n same- and 
opposite- sex contexts. The authors suggest that "care should be taken 
to distinguish between ideological versus interpersonal identity 
formation , same-sex versus opposite-sex intimacy , self-report versus 
behavioral assessments of social intimacy, and gender differences in 
exploration and commitnent dimensions of identity formation, in the 
investigation of the developmental relationship between identity 
formation and social intimacy resolution" (p.21). They a l so point to 
the importance of distinguishing directionality in effects. 
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To summarize , the research investigating the relationship between 
Erikson ' s constructs of identity formation and intimacy has shed much 
light on adolescent development but studies have reported conflicting 
results. Questions regarding sex differences and identity factors most 
predictive of intimacy formation require further inquiry. Theoretical 
models reflecting gender distinctions and directionality of the 
constructs have not been adequately explicated or tested. Most studies 
have used concurrent rather than distal variables while none have 
=llected both identity and intimacy measures lagged over time. Few 
have made distinctions between ideological and interpersonal identity 
nor have multiple measures of intimacy been used . Recognizing several 
of these shortcomings, the present study was designed to assess correla-
tional and causal relationships to determine directionality between 
the identity and intimacy constructs . Particular attention is given 
to comparing the adequacy of four possible models . 
Mcxle l l. 
Erik Erikson , in his classic work Identity: Youth and Crisis (1968), 
argues that as each of us develops we experience eight necessary turning 
points (crises), when "development must move one way or another, 
marshaling r esources of growth , recovery , and further differentiation" 
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(p. 16 ). These dilerrmas can be resolved either in a negative or positive 
manner . Howeve r , to become a mature individual, one must positively 
resolve these crises , two of which are identity and intimacy formation. 
The resolution of a sense of identity versus role confusion is 
the critica l task of adol escence . I t is during this period of l ife 
that adolescents focus on issues of self- definition and self- esteem 
as they seek to answer the question "Who am I?" and prepare themselves 
for the future . In an integrative process , the youth draws upon 
reso l utions from earlier l ife crises , experiences , and re l ationships 
which are synthesized into a meaningful sense of identity. Erikson 
notes that this sense of psychological well- being is marked by a "feeling 
of being at home in one ' s body , a sense of knowing where one is going , 
and an inner assuredness of anticipated recognition from those who count" 
(Erikson , 1968 , p. 165) . 
Yet Erikson warns that should a youth be unable to develop a sense 
of identity he or she may suffer a l oss of direction or more seri ously 
develop a negative identity if they question their abi l ity to become 
what they wish or fee l that they have no place in society . 
Erikson states very strongly that it is only when identity formation 
is well on its way that true intimacy , which includes a fusing of 
identities based on mutual sharing and trust , can be accompl ished . 
He clearly states that " the development of psychosocia l intimacy is 
not possible without a firm sense of identity" (p . 186). It i s thought 
tha t once an indi v idua 1 has a se If-defined iden ti ty , the need for 
intimacy naturally emerges . To a considerable extent adolescent love 
is an attempt to arrive at a definition of one ' s identity by projecting 
one ' s diffused self- image on another and by seeing it thus reflected 
and gradually clarified. To arrive at a state of fulfilled intimacy , 
"adolescents must have trust in their environrrent , view themselves as 
autonomous, industrious , competent , and selfdirected , and be capable 
of sharing their lives with another" (Adams & Gullotta , 1983 , p. 37). 
However, sorre youth, unsure of their identities or out of fear 
of l osing themselves in the identity of another, declare a moratorium 
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on closeness shying away from interpersonal intimacy or else find a 
substitute in brief encounters throwing themselves into acts of intimacy 
without true fusion or real self-abandon. The danger here is that an 
adolescent ' s inability to develop close friendships with others during 
late adolescence or early adulthood may lead either to isolation (the 
negative counterpart of intimacy) or a permanent state of tentativeness. 
On the other hand, sorre adolescents as a defense against identity 
confusion, seek a c lose confining relationship wanting security above 
all else . They tend to be highly possessive fearing loss of their love 
Object will result in loss of their own identity . This relationship 
is more accurately described as a fixation; one underdeveloped self 
fixed upon another in symbiotic attachment . 
Erikson ' s theory of psychosocial development is primarily a lnodel 
of male development . He briefly addresses the historical difference 
in gender identity development suggesting the slogan that girls emphasize 
inner space and the boys outer space . However , these gender differences 
appear not to be of such significance to alter his eight- stage 
developmental progression . Nonetheless , he states that "much of a young 
woman ' s identity is already defined in her kind of attractiveness and 
in the selective nature of her search for the man (or men) by whom she 
wishes to be sought" (p. 283 ). 'I'he stage crucial for the errergence 
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of an integrated female identity is the period between youth and maturity 
"when the young woman , whatever her work career , relinquishes the care 
received from t he parental family in order to commi t herself to the 
love of a stranger and to t he care to be given to his and her offspring" 
(p . 265 ). Thus , according to Erikson, it would appear tha t a female ' s 
identity deve l opment is i ncomplete until she has attached herself to 
a man at which time she is the n able to achieve a fulfilled intimacy . 
In summary , Erikson views t he resolution of a sense of identity 
(locating oneself in the social world ) as the critical task of 
ado lescence . Thus i.n l ife span development , identity must precede 
i ntinBcy . An individual without a firm sense of se lf wi ll be unab l e 
to commit to another . To fuse one ' s identity with another (intimacy ) 
an i ndividual must have a firm grip on one ' s self . Fulfillment of 
intimacy requires a sense of shared identity , a oneness between two 
individuals . 
Therefore , it would appear that Erikson suggest for males that 
identity precedes i ntimacy . However , for females identity and intimacy 
appear to be f used together in a form of symbiotic att achment that is 
less differenti ated than tha t proposed f or males . 
Males 
Females 
Model 2 
Identi ty - - ----) In timacy 
Identity/Intimacy ----- ) 
(fused ) 
Caro l Gil ligan (1982 ), i n her recent book , In a Different Voice , 
notes the di sparity between women ' s experience and the r epresentation 
of human deve l opment in psychol ogica l literature that has heretofor e 
signified a problem in women ' s development . Instead , she suggests t hat 
the failure of warren to fit existing developmental IrOdels may point 
to an omission of certain truths about life. Based upon three 
descriptive studies, Gilligan notes t he contrasting pattern of male 
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and female "voices" . However , thi.s different voice , though primarily 
traced t hrough women ' s responses , is characterized by theme , not gender . 
With similar concern for the male-oriented developmenta l IrOdels 
of psychosocial development, Nancy Chodorow (1974) from a psychoanalytic 
perspective proposes "a IrOdel to account for the reproduction within 
each generation of certain genera l and nearly universal differences 
that characterize masculine and feminine personality and roles", based 
upon "the fact that women , universa lly , are largely responsible for 
early child care" (p . 43) . Thus , the development of basic sex 
differences i n personality can be accounted for by the diversity with 
which male and fema le children experience this earl y environment. She 
proposes that "feminine personality comes to define itself i n relation 
and connection to other pecple more than masculine personality does " 
(pp. 43-44). 
Chodorow argues that sex differences in early experiences of 
individuation and relationshjp are not due to weaker ego boundaries 
in women but that "girls emerge from this period with a basis for empathy 
built into their primary definition of self that boys do not" (p . 167). 
She suggests , in that from an early age girls are parented by a person 
of t he same gender , "girls come to experience themselves as less 
differentiated than boys , as more conti nuous with and re l ated to the 
external object-wor ld , and as differently ori ented to the inner object-
world as well " (p. 167). 
Consequently , gender identity issues differ dramatically for males 
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and females. Males face issues of separati on and individuation since 
separation from the mother/female caretaker i s essentia l for 
masculinity . In contrast , female gender identity deve l opment does not 
hi nge on separation or individuation but upon a continuity in 
iden t ifica tion with the mother. Since masculinity is defined through 
separation while femininity is defined through attachment, ma l e gende r 
identity i s threatened by intimacy and female gender identity by 
separation . Thus males tend to have difficul ty with relationships, 
while femal es tend to have probl ems with individuation . 
Gil ligan ' s r esearch a l so speaks to the difference in dynamics of 
gender identity formation for males and females through the divergence 
of identi ty and intimacy that marks the i r experi ence in the ado lescent 
years . 
The male and f ema l e voices typica lly speak of the importance 
of diffe rent truths , the former of the role of separation as 
i t defines and empowers t he se l f , the latter of the ongoing 
process of attachment t hat cr eates and sustains the human 
communi.ty (p . 156). 
The fusion of identity a nd intimacy a lluded to by Erikson (1968) 
in female development was articulated by the women in Gilligan ' s study . 
In sel f-descript i ons , a ll of t he femal e r espondents measured their 
strength in t he activity of attachment and described "a r e lationship 
depicting r~eir identity in the connection of future mother , present 
wife , adopted child, or past lover " (p . 159 ) . Ident ity for these women 
was defined i n a context of relationship and judged by a standard of 
responsibility and care . 
For the men , Gilligan found the tone of identity to be different , 
more direct , more distinct and sharp-edged . Although t he men mention 
people in t he ir self-descriptions , no particular person or relationship 
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is rrentioned and adjectives of separation are prevalent. Instead of 
attachrrent , individua l achieverrent spurs the male imagination, and great 
ideas or distinctive activity defines the standard of sel f - assessrrent 
and success . 
Thus , the sequentia l ordering of identity and intimacy i n the 
t ransition from adolescence to adulthood better fits t he deve l opment 
of rren than of l-.Urren. Power and separation secure the man i n an identity 
achieved through his occupation , but t hey l eave him a t distance from 
others , who seem in sorre sense out of his sight. Intimacy becorres the 
critical experie nce which brings t he self back i nto connection with 
others . 
However , for l-.Urren the sequential ordering of identity and intimacy 
does not appear applicable since females appear to define their identity 
through re l ati onships of int imac y and care . There may in [act be a fusion 
of i denti ty and intimacy deve lopment . 
At this [Xlint i t shou ld be noted t hat although Gi lligan refers 
to t he contras ting pattern of male and f emale deve lopment , she makes 
the qualification that these patt erns or "voices " are characteri zed 
by therre , not gender. Thus , t hese therres may be identified by sex- role 
ori enta t ions , indi cative of the differences in masculine and feminine 
per sona lity deve l opment. 
One ' s sex- rol e ori entation refers to the personally expressive 
va lues , be lie f s , and goals considered appropriate because one is ma l e 
or f emale . Gir l s are typica lly encouraged to assurre an expressive role 
that stresses that one should be cooperative , kind , nut urant , and 
sensitive to the needs of othe rs . In contrast , boys are e ncouraged 
to adopt an instrumenta l r o l e that stresses one shoul d be i ndependent , 
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assertive , competitive , and goal - oriented. lie nee , ma les are expected 
to be concerned with vocations while fema les are expected to be concerned 
with social roles . IIlthough wornen may take time out for career 
development , t heir identities will not be completel y deve l oped until 
they have assumed t he soci al ro l es of wife and mother . 
However , the expressive and i nstrumenta l r ol es are not limi ted 
to females and ma les , respectively , but are charact eristic of femi nine 
and mascu l ine sex- role orientations. 
Indeed , Gil l igan (1982 ) contrasts mascul ine and feminine deve l opment 
by theme , not gender . The female voice defined identity i n a context 
of relationships which \oJas judged by a standard of car e and 
responsibility (expressive role ) whereas the ma l e voice defined identity 
more in a context of separation, individual achievement , and goa l s 
(instrumenta l role ) . 
Therefore , this theoretical basis provides a second model for t he 
study of the re l ationship between identity and i ntimacy . for either 
ma l es or fema les with a mascu l ine sex- role orientation, the seguence 
of identity being a precursor to i ntimacy may be appropriate. However , 
for men and women with a f eminine sex- ro l e orientation , i dentity and 
intimacy developnent may be fused . 
Mascul i ne 
Sex-rol e Or i enta t i on 
f emini ne 
Sex-rol e Ori e ntation 
M<xJel 3 
Identity - - ---------) Intimacy 
Identity/ In t i macy -----) 
(f used ) 
In t he preceding two models , the re l ationship between identity 
and intimacy constructs has been considered fused for fema les or 
individuals with a feminine sex role orientation. But a rival model 
should also be considered wherein for fema l es intimacy development 
precedes identity formation. Two l ines of reasoning may support t his 
model. 
first, perhaps Erikson is correct i n advocating that ado lescent 
girls are in a period of psychologi cal moratorium as to their identity 
deve l opment , that the young fema l e is awaiting the arrival of the male 
~10 will provide the framework within which she can discover herself . 
ile r task , according to Erikson, is to hold her inner space ready for 
the man who will one day fill this void. Thus while waiting for the 
man to act , her prime focus must be on U,e relationship (intimacy 
development, not identity development) and attracting the man . 
This line of thinking is underscored by the contrast of agonic 
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and hedonic power set forth by Rita freedman in he r book , BeauLy BoWld 
(1986). Men tend to re l y on the more aggressive form of power in the 
agonic mode of social behavior through U,e use of economic or physical 
force , while women ' s hedonic power to command attention is derived from 
U,e indirect or covert use of display , charm , or l ove withdrawal. While 
male identity deve l opmen t is supported by assertiveness in the agonic 
mode , a fema le is encouraged to invest her time and energy in the pursuit 
of beauty and attractiveness for social interaction (intimacy 
development ) via the hedonic mode . 
A second l ine of reasoning in support of intimacy preceding identity 
development for females lies in the ability of women to develop a sense 
of caring or empathy at a younger age than men . Chodorow (1974 ) points 
to the sex differences in ear l y experiences of individuation a nd 
re lationships with fema l e caretakers as providing this propensity to 
develop intimate r e lationships . 
A r eview by Judith Fischer (1981) supports the notion that 
ado lescent females are rrore capable of devel oping and maintaining 
i ntimate r e lationships. Fische r indicates that girls derronstrate 
friendships of greater depth and intimacy than boys i n self-disclosure 
patterns (Rive nbark , 1956) , s how greater depth in the topics disclosed 
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to others (Mulcahey , 1973) , use friends for greater support and sharing 
(lXluvan & Ade lson , 1966), and es tablish rrore cOlTlTlitted and mature 
intimate r e lations than males in late adolescence (Hodgson & Fischer , 
1979 ). She also reports data supporting the notion that f emales develop 
skills in relating to others earlier than males . Perhaps these behaviors 
are indicative of the earlier deve loplTEnt of intimacy in adolescen t 
girls . 
Thus , it M)uld appear that Lhere are sulJstantive arguJllents , though 
stemming from divergent lines of reasoning , to suggest that intimacy 
might be a precursor to identity developlTEnt in femal es . 
Model 4 
Males 
Females 
Identity ------------) Intimacy 
Intimacy ------------) Identity 
A fourth model also merits consideration . The preceding model 
is based upon a notion that adolescent females may be rrore capable than 
adolescent males of deve l oping interpersonal ski ll s and maintaining 
i ntimate relationships . By combining t his line of thinking with 
Gi ll igan' s (1982 ) description of patterns of deve l oplTEnt characterized 
by theme , not gender , this fourth model sugges ts a dichotomization of 
Subjects based upon their sex- ro l e orientation . Thus, it may be tllat 
i ndividua l s with a feminine sex-role orientation (expressive role ) 
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develop a sense of cacing or empathy and the accompanying intecpersonal 
skills at an earlier age than those with a masculine sex- role orientation 
(i nstrumental ro le ). 
Thus , for adolescents with a feminine sex- rol e orientation , i ntimacy 
may be a precursor to i dentity deve l opment. 
Masculine 
Sex- rol e Orientation Identity - -------) Intimacy 
Feminine 
Sex-cole Orientation I ntimacy --------) Identity 
Hypotheses 
The purpose of t his study is to investigate the relationship of 
ego i dentity status and i ntimacy status in college age men and women 
from the three aforementioned perspectives . The fo llowing hypotheses 
wi ll be tested . 
Mode l 1 
Erikson views the resolution of a sense of identity as the ccitical 
task of adolescence which must be accomplished prior to intimacy 
for mation . An individua l without a firm sense of self wil l be unabl e 
to commit to another . Erikson makes an except i on for fema les , however , 
stating that a woman ' s identity deve l opment is i ncomplete unti l she 
has attached herself to a man at which lime she is then able to achieve 
a f ul fil l ed i ntimacy . 
Thus , this model suggests t hat for ma l es , identity precedes 
intimacy . However , foe females , identity and inti macy appear to be 
fused together in a form of symbiotic attachment that is less 
differentiated t han t hat proposed for ma les . 
HYrx:>thesis 1a: For males , a correlational dominance will be 
observed between identity status at Tirre 1 and intimacy status at Tirre 
2 over intimacy at Tirre 1 and i dentity at Time 2. 
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HYrx:>t hesis 1b: For females , there wi ll be no correlational 
dominance between identity status at Time 1 and intimacy status at Tirre 
2 over intimacy status at Time 1 and identity at Time 2. 
Model 2 
Gilligan (1982 ) has no ted a contrasting pattern of male and femal e 
developnent characterized by therre , not ge nder . These themes may be 
ident ified by sex-role orientations , indicative of the differences i n 
masculine and feminine persona l ity development. The male "voice" focus 
on the role of separation wh i l e femal e "voice " focuses on t he ongoing 
process of attachment. For t hose with a femi nine sex- role preference , 
their development f ollows a path similar to tha t suggested by Erikson 
for females - that t heir identiti es will not be completely developed 
until they have assumed the social roles of wife and I1Dtlle r. 
Thus , this second =del suggests that for e ither males or females 
with a masculine sex- role orienta tion , the sequence of identi ty being 
a precursor to intimacy may be appropria te . However , for rren and \vomen 
with a feminine sex-role orientation, identity and intimacy deve l opment 
may be fused . 
Hypothesis 2a: For males and females with a mascu l ine sex- role 
orientation , a corre lational dominance will be observed between identity 
status at Time 1 a nd intimacy status at Time 2 over intimacy at Tilne 
1 and identity at Time 2 . 
Hypothesis 2b: For males and females with a feminine sex-ro l e 
orientation , t here will be no correlationa l dominance between identity 
and intimacy status at Time 1 or between intimacy and identity at Time 
2. 
Model 3 
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This lrode l suggests that t he develop!1'ental progression for females 
may in fact be reversed from t hat of males. This theoretical perspective 
is supported by two lines of reasoning. One contrasts an agonic and 
hedonic power iTDde exhibited by men and women respectively . While male 
identi ty deve l op!1'ent i s supported by assertiveness , a female is 
encouraged to i nves t her time and energy in the pursuit of attractiveness 
for socia l interaction (in timacy deve l op!1'ent). A second line of 
reasoning suggests IMCllfen have the abi lity to deve l op a sense of caring 
or empathy at a younger age than lfen which may be indicative of t he 
earlier develop!1'ent of i nti.macy in adolescent girls . 
Thus , this iTDdel suggests that for males , identity precedes 
intimacy . In contrast , for fema les , intimacy develop!1'ent i s thought 
to precede identity deve lop!1'ent. 
Hypothesis 3a : For ma les , a correlational domi nance will be 
observed between identity status at Time 1 illod intimacy status at Time 
2 over intimacy at Time 1 and identity at Time 2. 
Hypothesi s 3b: For females , a correlational domi nance will be 
observed between i ntimacy status at Time 1 and identity status at Time 
2 over identity at Time 1 a nd intimacy at Time 2 . 
Model 4 
A fourth iTDde l integrates several theoretical perspectives . 
Gilligan ' s (1982 ) notion t hat male and female deve lop!1'ent is 
characterized by themes whi.c h can be identified by sex- ro l e orientations 
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i.s combined with the perspective that for individuals who develop a 
sense of caring or empathy (expressive role ) at an early age , intimacy 
may precede identity development . For individuals with a masculine 
sex- role orientation (instrumental role ), thei r development would follow 
Erikson ' s (1968 ) notion that identity precedes intimacy. 
Thus , this model suggests that for males and females with a 
masculine sex-role orientation , identity precedes intimacy . However , 
for males and fema les with a feminine sex- role orientation , intimacy 
development is tl10ught to precede identity . 
lIypothesis 4a: For males and fema les with a masculine sex- role 
orientation, a correlational dominance will be observed between identity 
status at Time 1 and intimacy status at Time 2 over in timacy at Time 
1 and identity at Time 2 . 
lIypothes is 4b : For males and females with a feminine sex-ro l e 
orientation, a correlationa l dominance will be observed between intimacy 
status at Time 1 and identity status at Time 2 over identity at Time 
1 and intimacy at Time 2. 
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ME'll1D 
Sample 
The sample was composed of 142 college students (71 males and 71 
females) selected from a larger sampl e of 300 students M10 were recruited 
from c lasses at Utah State University. In order to obtain a cross-
section of primarily freshmen undergraduate students, subjects were 
recruited on a voluntary basis from general survey courses in social 
science , life science, humanities, and physical sciences . Of the 557 
students who volunteered to participate in the first wave, 412 returned 
completed questionnaires . These 412 students were given the sarre 
questions to respond to at the second data col lection, with 300 students 
(78 males and 222 females) returning completed surveys . 
Subjects in the sample for analysis were selected based upon marital 
status (unmarried) and age (17 to 26) . Seventy-one males net this 
criteria and to create a sample with a similar distribution of females 
across age categories , unmarried females were randomly sampl ed within 
each age cohort. Table 1 reflects the distribution of subjects by age . 
The percentage of freshrren in the sample was 61%, of sophomores was 
18%, of juniors was 15%, and of seniors was 6%. Subjects were asked 
to identify the college of their major and as Table 2 reflects, this 
sample included a cross- section of students from various disciplines. 
Finally, when asked their current dating status , the majority of stUdents 
indicated they were either currently not dating anyone or only dated 
occasionally . Table 3 reflects the distribution of dating status at 
Tine 1 and Tine 2. 
Table 1 
Age of Subjects by Gender 
Age 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
N 
Males 
2 
30 
11 
3 
12 
6 
4 
71 
1 
2 
Gender 
Females 
32 
11 
17 
71 
6 
2 
2 
1 
31 
32 
'l'able 2 
Coll~e of Subjects by Gender 
Gender 
Percent 
College Males Females of Sample 
Agricul lure 3 2 3 . 5 
Business 26 19 31.7 
Education 11 27 26 . 7 
Engineering 8 1 6 . 3 
Family Life 3 10 9 . 2 
Humanities , Arts 
& Social Science 9 9 12 . 7 
Natural Resources 1 . 7 
Science 10 3 9.2 
Table 3 
Dating Status of Subjects at Tirre 1 and Tirre 2 
Dating Status 
Not currently dating anyone 
Date occasionally 
Dating several people 
Dating mostly one person 
Going steady 
Engaged 
Other 
N 
1 
34 
45 
28 
18 
13 
3 
1 
142 
Tirre 
2 
27 
43 
26 
29 
10 
7 
142 
33 
34 
Measures 
Identity and Intimacy 
A revision of the Extended Version of the Objective Measure of 
Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS, Bennion & Adams, 1986) was used to assess 
each subject 's ideological and interpersonal identity status. Two 
additiona l measures were used to obtain an identity as well as an 
intimacy score for each subject : the Erikson Psychosocial Stage Inventory 
(Rosenthal, Gurney & Moore, 1981) and Constantinople's Inventory of 
Psychosocial Development (1969). Both instruments are designed to 
examine the first six stages of Erikson' s psychosocial stages . Only 
the scores for the subscales relating to the fifth (identity versus 
identity confusion) and sixth (intimacy versus isolation) stages were 
used in analyses. 
Extended Version of the Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status 
(EOM-EIS). This self-report measure (see Appendix A) is a revision 
of Grotevant and Adams' s (1984) instrument designed to measure Marcia's 
(1966 ) ideological domain and interpersonal i ssues in identity 
development as suggested by Grotevant , Thorbecke and Meyer (1982 ). 
Ideological dimensions of identity assessed include occupational, 
politica l, religious , and philosophical commitment and exploration . 
Interpersonal dimensions assessed include friendship, dating, sex role , 
and recreational commitments and exploration. There are two questions 
for each dimension for each of the four identity statuses (diffusion, 
foreclosure, moratorium, achievement) for a total of 64 questi ons . 
The EOM-EIS employs a Likert scale format ranging from A (strongly agree) 
to F (strongly disagree). Scoring r esults in an identity status scale 
score for both the Ideological and the Interpersonal domains. 
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Bennion and Adams's (1986 ) efforts to improve the reliabi li ty and 
validity of the EOM-EIS r eported by Grotevant and Adams (1984 ), 
particular ly with regard to Ule interpersonal dOllain , resulted in the 
deve l opment of new interpersona l i tems which i mprove the identification 
or i denti ty status by the EOM- ElS. Bennion and Adams (1986) provide 
a t horough report of reliability and validity data for the ir revision 
of the EOM-ElS us ing a sample of college students from Utah. Reliability 
based on estimates of interna l consistency was measured by Cronbach 
alphas . Cronbach alphas ranged from . 58 to . 80 for the eight ideological 
and interpersonal subscales indicating moderate internal consistency . 
Analyses of the revised instrument showed acceptable to good convergent, 
discriminant, concurrent , and predictive validities . 
Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scal e (EPSI ). This inventory (see 
Appendix B) consists of six subscales based on Erikson' s first s ix stages 
of psychosocial development. Each subsca le consists of 12 items , six 
r eflecting successful and six ref lecting unsuccessful resolution of 
the "crisis" of the stage , for a tota l of 60 items. Respondents are 
asked to selec t an appropriate response for each item based on a Likert 
sca le ranging from "a lmost a lways true" (5) to "hardly ever true" (1). 
On ly t he scores from the identity and intimacy subscales were utili zed 
in t he present investigation . 
Rosenthal , Gurney and Moore (1981) provide a t horough report of 
re liabi lity and validity data for the EPSI using two samples of 
ado lescents from nine Melbourne hi gh school s . Re liability data are 
reported as adequate (alpha coefficients for each subscale were identity: 
a= . 71; intimacy : a= . 63 ). In ter-sca le corr e lations for each subsca Je 
are moderate and significant with t he preceding subscale 
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(identity/intimacy: .41). Construct validity was examined in two ways. 
First, subsca le scores correlated highly with the subscales of 
Greenberger and Sorensen's PSM , Form D (1974). Secondly, an examination 
of the differences between sexes and older and younger respondents 
revealed that older students scored higher in the positive direction 
on each subscale consistent with Eriksonian theory. As to sex 
differences, males scored higher on autonomy and identity and females 
SGored higher on intimacy. Thus, these initial studies indicate 
promising results in terms of reliabil ity and validity which are 
acceptable . 
Inventory of Psychosocial Development (IPD). Constantinople (1969) 
developed a questionnaire (Appendix C) which was derived from a Q sort 
developed by Wessman and Ricks (1966) to reflect successful and 
unsuccessful resolutions of Erikson's first six stages of development. 
The inventory contains 60 items (simple words or short pharses), 5 
reflecting successful and 5 reflecting unsuccessful resolution of each 
of the six stages . The instrument employs a Likert scale format ranging 
fran 7 to 1. The subject is to indicate how characteristic or 
uncharacteristic each phrase is of him or her. The ratings for the 
five items on each of the 12 subscales are summed to obtain 12 subscales 
scores. High scores on the positive scales and low scores on the 
negative scales indicate successful resolution. Extensive work 
supporting the reliability and validity of the IPD is reported by 
Wa terman and Whitbourne (1981) . Again, only the subscales relating 
to identity and intimacy have been analyzed for this report . 
Sex Role 
Two measures were used to assess a subject's sex-role orientati.on: 
the Bem Sex Role Inventory (Bem , 1974 ) and the Questionnaire Measure 
of ErrDtional Empathy (Mehrabian & Epstein , 1972). Since females have 
traditionally been socialized to acquire expressive traits such as 
empathy, the empathy instrument , though not a focal measure , has been 
included to add concurrent validity to the Bern sex-rol e score . 
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Bem Sex- Ro le Inventory (BSRI). Bem (1974) developed a sex- role 
inventory (Appendix D) that treats masculinity and femininity as two 
independent dimensions. A subject rates on a 7- point Likert sca le each 
of the 60 mascu l ine , feminine , and neutral characteristics as self-
descriptors . The sca l e ranges from 1 ("Never or a llTDst never true" ) 
to 7 ("AllTDst always true" ) . Three scores are usually calculated: 
MaSCUlinity score , Feminini ty score , and an Androgyny score . The 
MasCUlinity and Femininity scores indicate the extent to which a person 
endorses masculine and feminine personality characteristics as 
se lf-descriptive. The Androgyny score reflects the relative alTDunts 
of masculinity and femininity that the person includes in his or her 
self-description. The greater the abso l ute va l ue of the Androgyny score , 
the ITDre the person is sex typed or sex reversed , with high positive 
scores reflecting femininity and high negative scores reflecting 
maSCUlinity . A "mascul ine" sex rol e represents not onl y the endorsement 
of masculine attributes but t he simul taneous rejection of feminine 
at tributes . Likewise , a "feminine " sex role represents not onl y the 
endorsement of feminine attributes but the simul taneous rejection of 
masculine attributes . 
Psychometrically , the BSRI displays good internal consistency and 
reliability. Bem (1974 ) reports the fa llowing alpha coefficients: for 
females , . 75 for the femininity sca le and .87 for the masculine scal e ; 
for males , . 78 for femininity and .87 for masculinity . This measure 
has good test-retest reliability and the masculinity and femininity 
scales prove to be uncorrelated. Numerous validation studies suggest 
that the BSRI femininity and nBsculinity scales are correlated with 
gender- related behaviors including interpersonal sensitivity (Taylor 
& Hall , 1982). 
Questionnaire Measure of EJrotional Empathy (QMEE). Spurred by 
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the apparent lack of an adequate measure of emotional empathy , defined 
as the involuntary vicarious experience of another ' s emotional state , 
Mehrabian and Epstein (1972) developed the QMEE (Appendix E). This 
33 item Likert scale consists of five subsca l es which assess self-
reported susceptibility to emotional contagion , appreciation of the 
feelings of unfamiliar and distant others , extreme emotional 
responsiveness , sympathetic tendencies , and willingness to be in contact 
with others who have problems . 
There are a number of studies which have supported the reliability 
and validi ty of the QMEE . Chl opan , McCain and Hagen (1985) should be 
consulted for a recent review of validation studies . A reexamination 
of this instrument's internal consjstency revealed that each of the 
five subscales maintain good internal consistency using an adolescent 
sample (Adams , Schvaneveldt & Jenson , 1979 ). 
Procedures 
As previously stated , subjects were recruited from freshmen l evel 
general education courses during fall quarter to take approximately 
40 mi nutes to complete the questionnaire booklet containing the questions 
set forth in Appendices A through E. These subjects responded to an 
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identical instrument five weeks later providing data for each i ndividual 
at two points in time . All students received a coupon for a free ice 
cream cone as compensation for completing each questionnaire . 
Approximtely two-e1irds of ~e students also received c l ass-credit for 
participation in ~is research project . Confidenti ality of each 
subject ' s responses has been maintained , with ~e only identification 
being t he last four digits of ~e individual ' s Socia l Security number , 
necessary to match responses from Time 1 and Time 2. 
For the purposes of analyzing ~e data in a two-wave erree variable 
cross- lagged panel procedure , 142 subjects were selected from the pool 
of 300 students based on ~e criteria set for~ previously. A fortran 
computer program deve loped by David A. Kenny entitl ed PANAL (Kenny , 
1.976) , designed specifically to perform cross- lag statistical analyses , 
was utilized in t he computation of cross-lag corre lab.ons . 
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ClIAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Psychometric properties 
Measurement is the foundation of good science. The ability to 
test hypotheses is based upon the reliability and va l idity of measures 
used. In a multivariate study such as this one, it is essential to 
estimate the psychometric properties of measurement to assure acceptable 
levels of reliability and, when possible , evidence of validity within 
the confines of the available sample. Therefore, reliability and 
validity estimates were computed on all measures and where necessary 
adjustments were made to enhance either or both psychometric properties 
of the measures utilized. 
Reliability 
Reliability and internal consistency were estimated for all full 
measures and subscales . These estimates are summarized in Table 4. 
Internal consistency was measured using Cronbachs alpha while test- retest 
reliabi l ities were estimated using Pearson £ correlation coefficients. 
All measures were estimated regardless of their utility as an independent 
or dependent variable or as measures for estimates of convergent/ 
divergent validity . Focal measures for this study are under l ined in 
Table 4 . All internal consistency estimates of focal measures were 
significant at or above acceptable level s (p < . 05 or better). 
Convergent/Divergent Val idity 
Convergent validity . Convergent validity , in the form of concurrent 
validity coefficients , were computed to provide a broad overview on 
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Table 4 
Estimates of Internal Consistency and Test- Retest Reliability by Gender 
Ma les Females 
Time Time Time Time 
1a 2a Corrb 1a 2a Corrb 
EXlM- EIS 
Ideological 
Diffusion . 65 . 66 . 74 . 57 . 63 . 79 
Foreclosure .72 . 76 . 69 . 83 . 82 .75 
MoratoriUlTl . 83 . 77 . 69 . 58 . 63 . 68 
Achievement .55 .47 .59 . 48 . 62 . 62 
Interpersonal 
Diffusion .68 . 75 . 67 . 58 . 73 . 67 
Foreclosure . 79 . 83 . 55 .82 . 86 . 76 
Moratorium . 67 . 61 . 50 . 42 .45 . 47 
Achievement . 62 . 69 . 55 .64 . 72 . 52 
EPSI 
Trust . 79 . 84 .67 . 83 . 79 .67 
Autonomy . 79 . 78 . 66 . 74 .80 . 70 
Initiative . 69 . 78 . 6J. . 71 . 72 . 74 
Industry .80 . 85 . 69 . 73 . 78 . 68 
Identity . 83 . 87 . 67 . 86 . 83 . 72 
Int i macy . 71 .78 . 62 . 70 . 65 . 62 
a Cronbach a l phas for subscales at Time 1 and Time 2 
b Pearson correlation coefficent i ndicating test- retest reliability 
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Tabl e 4 - continued 
Estimates of Internal Consisten~ and Test-Retest Reliabilit~ b~ Gender 
Males Females 
Time Time Time Time 
1a 2a Corrb 1a 2a Corrb 
IPD 
Trust .48 .67 .66 . 58 .65 .64 
Autonomy .60 .62 .53 .42 .51 . 27 
Initiative .68 .62 .67 .59 . 72 . 56 
Industry .62 .72 . 62 .73 . 60 .58 
Identity .66 .61 .62 .73 .60 .58 
Intima~ .36 . 54 .46 .65 . 53 . 62 
Mistrust .53 . 53 .55 . 57 .67 .51 
Shame .29 .28 . 54 .38 .38 .76 
Guilt . 39 .48 .54 .40 .44 .54 
Inferiority .62 . 61 .60 .67 .70 .64 
Identity Diffusion .20 .31 . 61 . 26 .41 .68 
Isolation .48 .54 .44 .58 .59 . 69 
BSRI 
Masculine .89 .91 .67 . 88 .88 .84 
Feminine .76 .76 .62 .75 .77 . 70 
QMEE 
Appreciation .71 .73 .70 .51 .65 . 73 
SUsceptibility .51 .74 .55 .58 .68 .66 
ElTotion .57 .75 .60 . 50 .54 . 62 
Sympathy .45 .67 .74 .49 .63 .63 
Willingness . 68 .74 . 51 .41 . 68 .31 
~ .80 . 80 .80 .72 .73 .76 
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the psychorretri c r e lationships between rreasures thought t o be assessing 
the sarre genera l construc t. For example , one would expect the three 
basic identity rreasures to be appropriately related . Concurrent validity 
coefficients between the various subsca les and rreasures are summarized 
in Table 5 for Tirre 1 and Tirre 2. 
Correla tions in Table 5 i ndicate theoretical ly consistent 
convergence between identity rreasures . Indeed , t he identity scales 
from the EPSI , IPD, and achieverrent subsca l e of the EOM-EIS are 
positi vely correl ated . FUrther , diffusion (measured by the EOM-EIS) 
as a nega tive resolution is pos itive l y corre lated with both diffusion 
and i solation on the negative resolut ion subscales of the IPD. Likewise , 
the intimacy scales from the EPSI and I PD a l so are positive ly 
correlated . lis presurrect, the empathy measure (QMEE) and tile f eminine 
subsca le of t he BSRI are positively corre lated . For further refinements 
on convergent/divergent validity based on raw subscale scores, see 
Appendix F. 
Divergent val i dity . Evidence for divergent validity i s a l so found 
in Table 5 i n the form of tl1eoretically consistent negative correl ations 
between positive and negative identity resolutions. For example , 
diffusion as rreasured by the EOM-EIS is negatively correlated with 
identity and intimacy as measured by t he EPSI and IPD. Also , t he 
interpersonal diffusion subsca le , designed to measure a lack of 
resolution of the domains of friendshi p and dating , is more highly 
negati ve ly correlated wi t h the intimacy measures than the ideol ogica l 
diffusion subsca le. As one would expect , the masculine subscale of 
the BSRI shows virtually no correlation to the feminine subsca le and 
the empathy sca le both designed to measure expressive traits. Si milarly , 
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Table 5 
Correlation Coefficient s Between Measures 
EPSI IPD BSRI QMEE 
Id lnt Id Int Masc Fern Emp 
EOM- EIS 
Ideological 
Diffusion 
-. 50*** -. 21** -.43*** - .16* -. 10 -.13 -. 23** 
- . 60*** - . 19* -. 39*** -. 21** - .11 -.24** -.18* 
Forec losure - .05 
- . 01 -.12 -. 001 -.12 . 19* -.02 
-.13 
- . 09 -. 09 -.10 - .16* . 12 .06 
Moratorium -. 56*** -. 13 
- . 30*** - . 02 - .11 . 05 -. 05 
- . 58*** -. 20 - . 30*** -.13 
-.06 -. 20** -.18 
Achievement . 42*** . 19* . 42*** . 20** .09 . 13 .17* 
. 46*** . 22** . 36* ** . 13 .09 . 34*** . 21* * 
Classification . 28*** . 04 . 24*** . 05 . 06 -. 03 . 06 
. 49*** . 18* . 27*** . 21** . 11 . 17* . 07 
In terpersona 1 
Diffus i on -.45*** -.46*** - . 38*** -. 38*** - .22** -.19 -.17* 
-. 51*** -.42*** -.41*** - . 24*** -. 21** - . 25***- . 20** 
Forec losure .1 2 . 02 -. 01 -.04 - .10 . 15* - . 00 
- .04 . 09 -. 04 -.13 - .05 - . 05 - .05 
Moratorium - .37*** -.16* -. 18* - . 07 - .10 . 15* . 06 
-.31*** -.05 - . 19* - . 05 - .05 - .05 .05 
Achievement .28*** . 27*** . 32*** .31*** . 12 . 29 *** . 05 
. 36*** . 34*** . 38*** . 28*** .20** . 25*** . 15* 
Cl assification . 32*** .30*** . 23** . 18* .19* . 06 .01 
.41*** .31*** . 28*** . 23** . 20** .11 .05 
Tabl e 5 - continued 
Cor re lation Coeffi c i ents Between Measures 
EPSI 
EPSI 
Identity 
In timacy 
IPO 
Identity 
In timacy 
Identity Oiff 
I sola t ion 
BSRI 
Masculine 
Feminine 
* p < • 05 
** P < .01 
*** P < .001 
Id 
1.00 
-. 44*** 
-.42*** 
-. 48*** 
- .50*** 
Int Id 
. 50*** . 64*** 
.61*** .70*** 
1.00 . 48*** 
. 56*** 
1.00 
- . 37*** -. 34*** 
- . 25*** -. 34*** 
-.44*** -.40*** 
-.48*** -.40*** 
IPO 
Int 
. 31*** 
.43*** 
.6 2*** 
.55*** 
.51*** 
.64*** 
1.00 
-.14* 
- . 24** 
-.26*** 
-.28*** 
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BSRI QMEE 
Masc Fem Emp 
. 40*** . 13 . 08 
. 36*** . 34*** .26*** 
. 33*** . 34*** . 39*** 
. 33*** . 37*** .35*** 
.44*** . 26*** . 12* 
.53*** .41*** .17** 
.36*** . 45*** .26*** 
.46*** .42*** . 24** 
-. 07 -. 02 -.06 
-.10 -.21** -. 20** 
-.04 -. 25** -. 34*** 
-. 01 - . 27***-. 32*** 
1.00 -. 03 -. 03 
.08 -. 07 
1.00 . 50*** 
. 52*** 
a Corre lation coeffic i ents for Time 2 measures indicated on second 
row of each cell 
the empathy scale and feminine subscale are negatively celated to the 
isolation subscale of the IPD which measures an individual ' s inability 
to deve lop intimate relationships. 
Summary of Psychometric Findings 
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In overview , the initial ana l yses provide estimates of reliability 
and validity . Internal consistency and test- cetest reliabilities 
indicate that the data are relatively trustworthy and that respondents 
are cons i stently reporting their attitudes or behaviors within a 
construct at one point in time and over measurement periods . Convergent 
validity was found for the identity and intimacy measures and between 
sex role dimensions and empathy . Divergent validity was found between 
positive and negative identity resolutions, bet,,,een identity as measured 
by the EOM- EIS and masculinity and feminini ty but not between identity 
and sex role measures for the IPD and EPSI . Convergence between the 
sex role typing measures (BSRI and the empathy measures) suggest that 
for the IPD and the EPSI , identity and intimacy measurements are 
partially confounded with sex cole typing . Therefore, appropriate 
statistical controls were judged necessary to assess the identity and 
intimacy association when using the IPD and EPSI , in par ticular. 
However , the EOM- EIS was genera lly judged t o not be substantially 
confounded by sex role typing. Further, ceasonably consistent concurrent 
validity estimates were found between the intimacy and sex role measures . 
Conceptual Models Restatement 
Models 1 and 2 as set forth in Figure 1 are rrodels that come from 
the work of Erik Ecikson and Carol Gi ll igan who both generally agree 
that identity pcecedes intimacy for males, but fOe females {Erikson 's 
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view) or for i ndividuals with a feminine "voice" (Gilligan ' s 
perspective ) , identity and intimacy developrent are fused . Thus the 
main distinction between these models i s that Model 1 is based on gender 
distinctions and Model 2 on sex role orientation . 
Models 3 and 4 parallel the first two in that Model 3 is subdivided 
into gender void of sex role contribution and Model 4 into sex role 
controlling for gender. 
The double arrows i n Figure 1 indicate the anti cipated causal 
direction (correlational dominace) between identi ty and intimacy in 
each model . The lack of double arrows in Models 2 and 4 indicate no 
dominance . Through the use of cross- lag panel statistics , the data 
will be analyzed to determine which model or models they most 
appropriately describe . 
Cross- lag Analysis 
Conceptual Overview 
For this study of the relationship between the identity and intimacy 
constructs , a standard two-wave cross-lagged panel analysis has been 
undertaken . Cross- lagged panel corre lation is a quasi- experi ental design 
(Campbell & Stanley , 1963 ) which can be used to study the causal 
relationships between variables that are difficult or incapabl e of being 
manipu l ated by the experimenter . It is a test for spuriousness , or 
a means of ruling out the influence of other variables. By meeting 
the assumptions of synchronicity (t he two constructs are measured at 
U,e same point in time ) and stationarity (the causa l or structura l 
equati on for a variable is not different at the two points of 
measurement) , the pattern of ~~~~. p~~~inan~~ between variables may 
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M.a.dJIU. ~ 
Identityx Identity Masculine Identity X Identity Males Sex Role Orientation 
Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy 
Identity Identity Identity Identity 
X Feminine X Females Sex Role Orientation 
Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy 
Mll.d.LJ. M.lldliU 
Males 
Identity X Identity 
Masculine 
Identity X Identity 
Sex Role 
Orientation 
Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy Intimacy 
Identity Identity Identity Identity 
Females 
Intlmac:X Intimacy 
Feminine 
Intlmac:XlntlmaCy 
Sex Role 
Orientation 
Figure 1 . Conceptua l mode l s . 
be examined and directionality inferred. 
In its simplest form, implemented in thi.s study, this design 
requires t:vA::l variables to be measured at t:vA::l points in time. The four 
variables generate six correlations which are then compared. Of 
particular interest is the cross-lagged differential , the difference 
between the t:vA::l cross-lagged correlations. 
Although several detailed explanations of cross-lagged analysis 
are available (e .g. Calsyn, 1976 ; Kenny, 1975), a brief overview of 
this technique will be offered. 
Figure 2 depicts the cross-lagged panel correlation paradigm. 
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In this study ~ will be the identity variable and y the intimacy 
variable. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second data 
collection waves . The correlations rx1Y1 and rX2Y2 are called 
synchronous correlations which measure stationarity or a lack of change 
over time in the strength and direction of the causes of the t:vA::l 
variables. The correlations rx1x2 and ry1Y2 are referred to as 
autocorrelations with significant autocorrelations providing evidence 
for stability in measurement . The cross-lagged correlations are rx1Y2 
and rx2Y1 which assess the predominant causal influence. x is assumed 
to be the !TOre predominant causal variable if [rx1Y2] > [rx2Yl] and 
y the more predominant if [rx2Y1] > [rx1Y2] . 
To yield meaningful results, Kenny and Harackiewicz (1979) note 
that synchronous correlations should be moderate to large (at least 
.30). Since the purpose of cross-lag analysis is to reveal a causal 
relationship, it is important that the t:vA::l variables , identity and 
intimacy in this case , are related at least at a moderate level. The 
higher the correlation, the greater the power of the test . In the 
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Time 1 Time 2 
Identity Identity 
xl 
I ~ rxlY2 
rXlx2 x2 
rX1Yl rX2Y2 
I rX2Yl 
Yl ./ rY1Y2 Y2 
Intimacy Intimacy 
Figure 2. Cross-lagged panel ana lysis paradigm . 
following analysis , only data meeting this synchronous correlation 
criteri_on will be reported . 
Kenny and Harackiewicz (1979 ) state that the pivotal assumption 
in cross-lag ana lysis is that of stationarity . Even though the 
constructs are measured by the same i nstruments at both points in time , 
to minimize neasurement error a r ule of thumb is to have a short time 
lag between waves . Implicit i n perfect stationarity is the assumption 
that the synchronous corr elations between panel variables do not change 
over time . However , i n this analysis a second model of stationarity 
called quasi-stationarity (Kenny , 1975) wil l be implemented . Quasi-
sLationari t y assumes that synchronous correlations \-.QuId not change 
over time if they were corrected for attenuation due to measurement 
error . Using Kenny ' s (1976 ) PANAL computer program , communality ratios 
are computed from the pana l variabl e ' s reliabi lity r atios. By compar i ng 
the statisti cs of the t\-.Q stati onarity models , the synchronous 
corre lations corrected for changes i n t he reliability of each variable 
are stationa ry . Hence , cross- lags corrected for attenuation due to 
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presumed measurement error will be compared in this analysis. 
The cross-lagged panel correlation is particularly suited for the 
study at hand since the focus of this analysis is model testing. Gi ven 
the assumptions of synchronicity and stationarity , this analysis tests 
a model of spurious effects that implies equal cross-lagged 
correlations. This study of the relationship of identity and intimacy 
is primarily looking at the two constructs as determinants. In all 
four models, a significant difference in the cross- lagged correlations 
will revea l a correl ational dominance . This dominance would be indicative 
of directionality. For example , if t he cross-lagged correlation rX1Y2 
is significantly greater than rX2Y1 , this would indicate a directionality 
~lere identi ty precedes intimacy deve lopment. 
To test the eight hypot heses derived from the four theoretical 
models, the cross-lagged analysis will be perfonned in tWJ phases. 
First , for each gender a standard cross- lagged analysis will provide 
the statistical data for testing t he hypotheses generated from Models 
1 and 3. Then the analysis will be repeated with subjects categorized 
by sex-role orientation to test the hypotheses of Models 2 and 4. 
Autocorrelations and synchronous corre lations are reported for the above 
analyses to reflect the stability and reliability of the identity and 
i ntimacy variables. A test of the significance between cross-lag 
correlations based upon the Pearson- Filon test is reported for each 
cross- lag correlation matrix. 
It should be noted that there have been some criticisms of the 
cross- lag pane l technique (Heise , 1970; Rogosa , 1980 ). The major 
criticism is tIlat the cross- lagged difference indicates relative causal 
impact as well as relative stability of the panel variables . Kenny 
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(1975) has outlined a set of conditions that increase the probability 
that cross-lag analyses will yield !lEaningful results. There is indeed 
a difference in opinion, but it appears that as long as the conditions 
of quasi-stationarity are !lEt, confounding can be minimized . In light 
of the inability to study personality variables under an experillEntal 
design, cross- lag panel analysis is a viable alternative to study change . 
It is recognized that it is only through true experinEntation that cause 
and effect can be directly assessed and that the study of correlational 
dominance requires certain inferences . In spite of these limitations , 
the cross-lagged design does allow for the study of temporal connections 
by correlational techniques . 
Tests of Hypotheses 
Given the complexity of the multiple !lEasures in this investigation 
and the correlation, in particular , betwen the IPD and EPSI identity 
subscales , the focus of the analyses will be made on the EPSI and the 
two subscales of the EXJM-EIS as !lEasures of identity . Intimacy was 
assessed by the appropriate subscales on the IPD and the EPSI. 
Interested readers, wishing to examine the cross- lagged panel analyses 
for the identity subscale of the IPD , however , can refer to Appendix 
F. 
In all cross- lagged PANAL analyses , age is treated as a control 
variable. For simplicity and ease in examining the wealth of analyses 
presented here , a series of easily read figures wil l be uti l ized . 
The ~ value and correlations outside of the parentheses are 
associated with tests of significance that are not corrected for 
attenuation . The values inside the parentheses are associated with 
tests of significance that include correction Eor attenuation in 
reliability. In all discussions , the values inside the parentheses 
are the statistics of interest given their greater power through 
correction for attenuation of reliability . Appropriate levels of 
significance are indicated in the figures as follows: * p < . 10 ; 
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** P < .05 ; and *** p < . 01 . Further , only those synchronous 
correl ations that meet the minima l standard ( . 30) for quasi- stationarity 
are presented and discussed i n these ana l yses . Absence of figures 
indicates either non- significance in differences beQdeen correlations 
in the cross-lags , lack of quasi- stationari ty , or unacceptabl y small 
cell size (20 or l ess subjects ). 
Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Sca le 
Mode l s 1 and 3 . Mode l s 1 and 3 focus on gender differences in 
identity and intimacy developrrent. First , gender differences are 
accounted for by separate analyses for males and females . Second , 
attempts to assure c learer analyses of gender differences are undertaken 
through controlling for sex- role orientation as measured by empathy , 
masculinity , and femini ni ty . 
In the first analyses looking simply at gender differences , a 
significant z test for cross-lagged dominance reveals for males only, 
that identity i s a precursor to intimacy . For females , one might 
i nitial l y assume , gi ven tl1e absence of a significant difference in cross-
lag correlations , that identity and i nt imacy are fused . 
However, the cross-lags were recomputed with the intent of 
separating gender (as a basic genotypic factor) from the identification 
of a sex- role orientation by controlling for empathy , mascul inity and 
femininity , a signifi cant c ross- lag difference emerged for both males 
and females. This analysis attempts to remove socialization from the 
bas ic biological differences associated with being male or female. 
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As Figure 3 indicates, a cross-lagged dominance emerged for both males 
and females , with identity functioning as a precursor to intimacy. 
Regarding Model 1 in Figure 1, these analyses suggest that when gender 
is treated as a factor void of sex-role orientation interactions, 
identity is a precursor to i ntimacy for males and females. No evidence 
of an intimacy-to-identity predictive association was observed either 
for the initial gender difference or for the gender controlling for 
sex role orientation analyses. TllUS, distinctions by gender alone may 
be insufficient to understand the identity and intimacy relationship. 
Models 2 and 4. Given the importance of the initial findings that 
sex-role typing mediates gender, and that Gilligan and numerous social 
psychologists have argued that the association between identity and 
intimacy is based on socialization and internalized psychological 
processes of a "different voice", analyses comparing law and high 
empathy , law and high masculinity, and law and high femininity have 
been included for both genders. Further, analyses that have broken down 
cross-lags for undifferentiated, masculine, feminine, and androgynous 
sex-typed persons are provided in Appendix F. These analyses are not 
included in the results chapter because of the limited cell size and 
their tentativeness due to related problems of stationarity, etc . 
Figure 4 summarizes the analyses assessing Model 2 and 4 for male 
respondents. The left hand column represents males with a masculine 
sex-role orientation , the right hand column represents males with a 
more feminine sex-role orientation. In all cases, when a significant 
cross-lag dominance was observed, identity predicted intimacy. Further, 
z = -1.486 
(-1.928) * 
I;VI 
(.540) .303 .471 (.559) 
I / (.285) (.501) "" I 
Intimacy -.620-lntlmacy 
z = .014 
(-.689) 
lVE 
(.531) .389 .387 (.551) 
I / (.351) (.428)"" I 
In timacY-.603 -In timacy 
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Controlling for sex role orientation 
z = -2.036 
(-2.138)** 
lVI 
(.445) .084 .354 (.421) 
I / (.081) (.365)"" I 
Intlmacy-.479-lntimacy 
z = -1.113 
(-2.088)** 
':~VI 
(.532) .321 .450 (.516) 
I /(.278) (.518) "" I 
Intimacy - .570 -Intimacy 
Figure 3 . Cross-lagged panel paradigm with EPSI rreasures by gender. 
Low Em pathy z = - 1.91 4 
(-1 .851 ) * 
lv,r 
(.619) .146 .474 (.532) 
I ).1 48) (.466) '" I 
Intlmacy - .553 -Intimacy 
HIgh Mgscylln lty z = -1.237 
( -1.527) 
lVE 
(.523) .112 .3 28 (.500) I / (.,01) (.366)", I 
IntlmacY-.349 _ lntimacy 
Low femin inity z = -1.441 
(- .937) 
IV1 
(.48B) .388 .589 (.609) 
1 / (.418) (.546)", I 
Intimacy- .728_lntimacy 
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HIgh Empathy z = - .757 
(- 2.1 51)** 
IT~ .837 ?fY 
.429
, 
Y /99 
(.401) .346 .461 (.534) 
I / (.271) (.589)", I 
Intimacy-.594_'ntimacy 
Law Mg.cullnity z = - .890 
(-1.307) 
IVI 
(.466) .411 .53B (.50l) 
I / (.387) (.572)", I 
Intimacy - .852 -Intimacy 
HIgh Eeminioity z = -1.46B 
( -2.058)* * 
IV1: 
(.546) .110 .374 (.456) I / (.090) (.455)", I 
IntimacY-.4B6 -Intimacy 
Figur e 4. Cross- lagged panel paradigm wi th EPSI measures by sex role 
orientation for males. 
the identity to intimacy statistical dominance was strongest for t he 
more feminine orientated ma l es . No support was found for the l ower 
ha l f of models 2 and 4 which proposed that e ither f us i on or intimacy 
to identity dominance would occur for femi ni ne ma les . 
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Figure 5 summarizes the ana l yses assessing Mode l s 2 and 4 for 
fema l es . Once again the left hand column represents females with a 
femin i ne sex- role orientation , and the right hand col umn represents 
f emales with a more masculine sex- ro l e orientation. For the feminine 
oriented WOllEn i n ~lis sampl e , no stati stica l cross- l agged dominance 
was observed-- suggesting fusion between identity and i ntimacy . However , 
when mascul ine oriented women were assessed a cross- l agged dominance 
was observed Wi~l i dentity predicti ng intimacy . These data support 
for fenB les , part of Gi lligan ' s a r gument of a di ffer ent voice in tha t 
f eminine oriented females had [used identity/intimacy associations . 
lIowever , for women who have inte r nalized a more masculine sex- ro l e 
typing , identity serves an importan t ro le of being a precursor to 
i ntimacy . 
In terested readers can refer to Appendix H f or an examination of 
the four basic sex- typed groups (undiffere ntiated , masculine , feminine , 
and a ndrogynous ) and cross-lag ana l yses wherein age and gender wer e 
treated as control variab les in the l agging analys i s . Indeed , as 
indicated earlier tilese analyses should be viewed as exploratory , and 
read with considerable caution given that they are based on cel l s i zes 
t hat ar e l ess t han acceptable for s t ab l e coeff i c ients (Kenny & 
lIarackiewicz , 1979 ). 
High Empathy Z = - .4-35 
(-.373) 
'~yI 
(.499) .392 .450 (.4B7) 
I / (.396) (.446)~ I 
Intimacy - .761 -Intimacy 
Low Ma.cullnlty Z = .337 
(.05B) 
]~VI 
(.521) .311 .256 (.522) 
I / (.287) ( . 277)~ I 
IntimacY-.514 -Intimacy 
HIgh Femininity Z = .251 
(- .113) 
]~VI 
(.473) .364 .333 (.442) 
I / (.342) ( .355)~ I 
Intimocy_ .652_lntimacy 
Low Empathv Z = - .485 
(-1.327) 
1y1: 
(.615) .34-3 .421 (.661) 
I / (.290) ( . 499)~ I 
Intlmacy-.40B-lntlmacy 
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High Ma.cullnlty Z - -.940 
(-2.021) ** 
I~I 
(.531) .470 .602 (.570) 
I /(.411) ( . 688)~ I 
IntimacY-.759 -Intimacy 
Low Femininity Z = - .506 
(-1.511) 
IyI 
(.667) .409 .542 (.723) 
I /(.316) (.701)~ I 
IntimacY-.488- ln tlmacy 
Figure 5 . Cross- lagged pane l paradigm wi th EPSI measures by sex ro le 
orientation for females . 
Extended Version of the Objective 
Measure of Fgo Identity Status 
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The association between iden tity and intimacy was likewise examined 
for ideological and i nterpersonal identity as measured by the EOM-EIS 
and the intimacy subsca l e of the ESPI . ~n w1acceptable l evel of 
stationarity was the main reason for not being abl e to examine the 
ideologica l identity and intimacy association. However , all four 
theoretica l Jrodels were assessed for the interpersonal identity (using 
EOM- EIS) and the intimacy measure from the EPSI. 
Models 1 and 3. Models 1 and 3 are assessed with these measures 
with computations summarized in figure 6 . When gender is examined alone , 
interpersonal identity is found to be a precursor to intimacy for males , 
while females manifest a fusion between i nterpersona l identity and 
intimacy . When gender is examined controlling for sex- ro l e orientation , 
a similar pattern is found . for males , interpersonal identity is 
predictive of intimacy , while being fused for females . Caution is 
advised for interpreting the ana l yses for f emales given the marginal 
level of quasi- stati onarity between interpersonal identity and intimacy 
(s ynchronous correlations ), however . 
Models 2 and 4 . Models 2 and 4 were assessed in a series of 
analyses . However , probl ems with stationarity reduced the tota l number 
of acceptabl e cross- lagged tests . Only cross-lagged ana l yses with 
acceptable or margina l ly acceptabl e quasi-stationar i ty were observed . 
These analyses are sumnarized in figure 7. Ma l es wit~ l ow feminine 
sex- role orientation were observed to have a predominant interpersona l 
identity to intimacy cross-lag association . 
z = -1.564 
(-3.285)*** 
IVI 
(.357) .1 85 .389 (.35 4) 
I / (.133) (.540)"" I 
Intimacy -.620 -Intimacy 
z = .175 
(.1 00) 
IVI 
(.240) .180 .155 (.295) 
1 / (·174) (.160)"" I 
In timacy - .603 -Intimacy 
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Controlling for sex ro le orientation 
z = -1.756 
(-3.475)*** 
IT\ .486 ;ry 
.33;, V /12 
(.379) .177 .414 (.363) 
I / (.128) (.572)"" I 
In timacy-.54O_lntimacy 
Z = .205 
(-.552) 
':~VI 
(.236) .154 .124 (.236) 
I / (.104) (.1 85)"" I 
Intlmacy- .558-lntlmacy 
Figure 6 . Cross-lagged panel paradigm with EDM-EIS interpersona l 
identity and EPSI intimacy measures by gender. 
Low Femlninty Z = -.9B6 
(-3.068) **. 
IVI 
(.505) .313 .408 (. 496) 
I / (.217) (.674) "'" I 
Intlmacy- .728- lntlmacy 
Figure 7 . Cross-lagged panel paradigm with EOM- EIS interpersona l 
identity and EPSI intimacy measures for males . 
SWllmary of Results 
The results from these analyses can be swnmarized as follows : 
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1 . When examining gender differences , with sex role identification 
removed from the assessment of identity and intimacy , identity appears 
to be a dominant precursor to intimacy for both sexes. 
2. Sex role orientation does appear to mediate the identity/ 
intimacy relationship , where for males , femininity enhances the 
identity/intimacy association but does not change the general male 
pattern of identity predicting intimacy . For females , a masculine sex 
ro l e orientation results in a pattern similar to either mascul ine or 
feminine males, while femininity is associated with a more fused 
connection between identity and intimacy . 
3 . Difficulties in establ ishing stationarity between ideological 
and interpersonal identity with the intimacy measure made i t impossible 
to utilize the EOM- EIS effectivel y in further refinements of the identity 
and intimacy association. 
O IAP'l'ER V 
DISCUSSICN 
The oojor goal of this study was to investigate the r e lations hip 
between a nel direc tionality of identity and intimacy developrent over 
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a five week ti!T'e lag. Four theor-etical nDde l s were formulated to explain 
the developmental sequence between the two constructs and to compare 
gender and sex role orientation difference in identity and i ntimacy 
forootion. It was hypothesi zed that ooles (Mode ls 1 and 3) or ooles 
and feooles with a oosculine sex role orientation (Mode l s 2 and 4) would 
fo llow an Eriksonian developrental progression with identity forootion 
being a precursor to intioocy developrent. I t was also hypot hesized 
that for feooles (Models 1 and 3) or for males and f eool es with a 
[eJllini ne sex r-ole orientation (Mode l s 2 and 4), identity and i nlioocy 
deve l opment would be fused (Mode l s 1 and 2) or that intioocy would be 
a precursor La identity forootion (Models 3 and 4) . The following 
discussion will address the findiQgs i n light of the four nDde l s 
presented . 
Past Findings 
The review of identi t y and intioocy literature showed that t he 
bulk of r esearch investigating intimacy has addressed the r e lationship 
between identity and intioocy as conti guous constructs in Erikson ' s 
stage theory . Sever-a l studies provide tentative support f or- Er- ikson ' s 
devc loprenta l progression by indicating that i ndividual s in rror-e advanced 
s tages of identi ty developrent ar-e also in rrore advanced stages of 
in tioocy developrent (Kar-cer-guis & Adams , 1980; Mar-cia , 1976 ; Or-Iofsky , 
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et al., 1973; Tesch & Whitbourne, 1982). However , a controversy has 
arisen as to whether males and females negotiate the crises of identity 
and intimacy in different manners (Douvan & Adelson, 1966) or whether 
the developnental sequence may be determined by one 's "voice" (sex role 
orientation) rather than gender (Gilligan, 1982). 
Most studies assessing the relationship between identity and 
intimacy have used concurrent rather than time ordered variables, while 
none have collected both identity and intimacy measures lagged over 
time to study directionality of developnent. It was hoped by utilizing 
multiple measures of identity and intimacy lagged over time as well 
as assessing one 's sex role orientation, further insight could be gained 
into identity and intimacy deve lopnent. 
Identity and Intimacy 
Models 1 and 3 
Focusing on gender differences in identity and intimacy developnent, 
it appears from the initial analyses of the cross-lags (using the EPSI 
measures), that the Eriksonian theoretical model (Models 1 and 3) has 
been supported. The correlational dominance observed for males between 
identity status at Time 1 and i ntimacy status at Time 2 over intima~i 
at Time 1 and identity at Time 2 supports Hypothesis 1a . Likewise, 
the finding for fema les of no correlational dominance between identity 
and intimacy status at Time 1 or intimacy and identity status at Time 
2 would support Hypothesis lb. However, when the cross-lag analyses 
wen ~peated controlling for sex role orientation within the measures, 
a similar developnental pattern emerged for both males and females. 
1~e same corre lational dominance is observed with identity functioning 
as a precursor to intimacy. Thus , when gender i s treated as a factor 
void of sex role ori entation interactions , Model 1 is supported for 
males , however Hypothesis Ib is no longer supported for females . 
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Stil l focusing on gender differences , when the r elationship between 
identity and i ntimacy is assessed using in terpersonal identity (t hought 
to measure a more expressive e l ement of identity ) and the EPSI mea sure 
of intimacy , interpersonal identity is found to be a precursor to 
intimacy for males while f ema les manifest a fusion between interpersonal 
identi ty and i ntimacy. When gender is examined controll ing for sex 
role orientation , a similar pattern is found. 
Two issues must be taken i nto consideration before conc luding that 
there is a contradiction between the EPSI and the EDM-EIS identity 
measures . First , caution must be exerci sed in interpreting the cross-
l ags for females in this analysis given the lIlar ignal leve l s of guasi-
stati onari ty between inter persona l identity and intimacy . Second , 
identity as assessed by the EPSI and i nter persona l identity measured 
by the EDM-EIS are only moderately correlated (as previous l y indicated 
in Table 5) and may in fact be measuring different aspects of i dentity . 
In terper sona l identity (EOM- EIS ) l.S comprised of friendship, dating , 
sex-role and recreational domains . It may be that females do experience 
fus ion between this aspect of identity and intimacy whereas for males 
i nterpersona l identity formation is sti ll a precursor to intimacy . 
Thus , when focusing on gender differences i n i nterpersona l identity 
and intillBcy development , Mode l 1 is sti ll supported for males and 
tentatively supported for f emales as well . This would confirm the 
Eriksonian model. 
It must be noted that there was no evidence of an intimacy to 
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identity correla tional dominance ei ther for the initial gender difference 
or for the gender controll i ng for sex role orientation analysis wi th 
either measure of identity. Thus, there are no data to support Mode l 
3 or Hypothesis 3b. 
Models 2 and 4 
A comparison of subjects based on sex role orientation yields 
interesting results. Correlational dominance of identity to intimacy 
was found for males regardless of sex role orientation and for f emales 
who score above the mean on masculinity . Interpersonal identity was 
also identified as a precursor to intimacy for males below the mean 
on femininity. However , for the feminine oriented women , those with 
high empathy, low masculini ty and high femininity, no statistical cross-
lag dominance was observed. This suggests fusion between identity and 
inlimacy deve lo[l!lleflt for these females . Model 2 Hypothesis 2a appears 
to be supported for masculine males and females. Hypothesis 2b is 
supported for females, yet not for males . 
Thus, these data in part support Gilligan's argument that 
contrasti ng patterns in male and fema le development are characterized 
by theme and not gender . Females with a feminine sex role orientation 
exhibit a fused identity/intimacy association. However, the findings 
that females with a mascul i ne sex role orientation develop similarly 
to males with either a masculine or feminine sex role orientation, raise 
questions about whether males can be included in the feminine voice. 
Perhaps there are two voices or patterns - a masculine voice comprised 
of all males regardless of sex role orientation and females who score 
high on a masculinity measure and a feminine voice expressed by females 
with a feminine sex role orientation. 
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Again , there was no evidence for an i ntimacy-to-identi ty 
correlational dominance for males or females c l assified either as 
feminine or masculine . Hence there is no suppor t for Mode l 4 as a viable 
model of the identity/intimacy deve lopmental sequence. Hypothesi s 4b 
is not supported. 
Models Summary 
There appears to be consistent findings across all analyses tha t 
for males , regardless of sex role orientation , i dentity is a precursor 
to intimacy development . However , analyses of f emale or f eminine female 
development yie lds somewhat conf using conclusions . When attempts are 
made to remove socializa t i on from the basic biological difference 
association with being male or f emale , f emales exhibi t the same 
developmental pattern as males . However, when categorized by sex role 
orientation, only femal es who describe themselves as having a masculine 
sex role orientation display an identity to i ntimacy correlati onal 
dominance . 1~e type of identi ty assessed (particularly interpersonal) 
a l so appears to ref lect a developmental difference between males and 
fema les . 
The refore , in light of t he above data , it appears that the mode l 
indicated by these findings i s a blend of Models 1 and 2 and set forth 
in Figure 8 below. 
Masculine Males 
Feminine Males 
Masculine Females 
Feminine Females 
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Identityx Identity 
Intimacy Intimacy 
Identity X Identity 
Intimacy Intimacy 
Figure 8 . Model of identi ty and intimacy development based on findings. 
These findings may be interpreted in light of Matteson's (1975) 
argulT'ent that an integration of masculine and feminine personality 
characteristics is essential for optimal identity resolution. 
The humanizing effect \oJhich accompanies an honest recognition 
of the relativity of values involves getting back in touch with 
the sensitivity that the young man may have l earned from his 
earlier female identification. When this value stance leads 
to commitlT'ents, sensitivity is utilized by moving into the world 
with the courage and strength he gained through male 
identification. (p . 315) 
This may explain in part the significant correlational dominance of 
identity to intimacy for males scoring high on femininity scales . In 
like manner , a female who takes on more instrumental characteristics 
beyond the traditiona l feminine sex role i s in a better position to 
discover her unique identity and exhibits a developmental pattern whereby 
identity is a precursor to intimacy deve lopment. 
However enlightening , this explanation does not help us understand 
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what llBkes feminine female developlrent differ from male and masculine 
fema le deve lopment and how masculine females ar e like males . A recent 
study conducted by Baucom, Besch and Ca l lahan (1985 ), may offer a 
possible explanation. These researchers found that fema les "ith higher 
testosterone (na tura lly secreted male hormone also secreted by female 
ovaries and adrenal glands ) concentrations perceive themselves as self-
directed , action-oriented , resourceful individuals (instrumental) . 
Women with lower testosterone concentrations described themselves more 
in terms of an expressive role - caring and traditionally socialized . 
Schindler (1979 ), i n a study of personality and vocational choice among 
females , also f ound testosterone concentration was significantly 
positively correlated wi~1 a need for achievement. These findings 
suggest that there may in fact be a biological reason beyond 
socialization for fema les with higher level s of testosterone and a more 
masculine orientation to develop in a manner similar to males . Perhaps 
biologica l factors need to be assessed in order to fully understand 
the relationship between identity and intimacy deve lopment. Tha t is , 
women with higher testosterone l evels may have a biologica l mechanism 
that parallels most men r egardless of their sex rol e orientation . And 
~1ese women may function more like iren in general because of a shared 
or similar biol ogical mechanism . 
Theoretical Suggestions 
Given the opportunity to speak directly with Erik Erikson and Carol 
Gilligan, or other researchers who ascribe to an epigenetic principle 
of deve lopment or a "different voice " phenomena , I wou ld offer the 
following corrments and suggestions. 
first , to Erikson I wou ld say that based on lagged data , there 
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is evidence to confirm his theory that identity is a precursor to 
intimacy deve lopment. Criticism of his rrodel being only a rrode l of 
male development appears to have been too harsh . Females with high 
masculinity scores do , however reflect a deve lopmental pattern similar 
to males . Feminine females appear to exhibit a more fused identity/ 
intimacy development that may coincide with what Erikson describes as 
a period of moratorium for females waiting to establish their identity 
in the context of the man they marry. 
Erikson , however , does not incorporate the effect of sex role 
orientations into his developnEntal rrodel . The results of this study 
would suggest that sex role orientation is an important factor in the 
unde rstanding of the relationship between identity and intimacy . Indeed , 
it was for the masculine oriented females and t he feminine oriented 
males that the most significant correlational dominance from identity 
to intimacy was revea led. I t appears tnat cross- sex role orientations 
may enhance one ' s ability to resolve the identity crisis and move on 
to intimacy formation . Perhaps males , by identifying in themse lves 
expressive qualities , are better able to explore the depths of intimacy . 
Similarly , fema les who describe themselves as more i nstrumental are 
ab le to be more self- assertive which enhances thei r ability to commit 
to a relationship where identities become fused . Thus , incorporating 
sex role orientation , Erikson ' s epigenetic rrode l may more accurately 
describe the resoluti on of identity and intimacy crises . 
To Gilligan I would say there appears to be some evidence for 
more than one deve lopmental pattern . However , c larification is 
needed as to what is meant by the "voices " being classified by theme 
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and not gender . Quantitative data herein indicate the possibility of 
a different developmental pattern (fused ) for feminine females. Are 
these women then the only ones with a "different" voice? The males 
who scor ed high on feminine descriptors do not appear to speak with 
this "different" voice . Indeed , t here appears to be a strong cross-sex 
ro l e orientation effect which Gilligan does not address . Perhaps the 
notion of a different developmental pattern for females is not as 
pronounced as Gi lligan ' s qua litative data would lead us to believe . 
What then do these findings have to say to the socia l psychologists 
who advocate a different devel opmenta l path for females (that is , 
intimacy to identity)? It would appear that an interesting theory has 
been offe red , but the first lagged evidence of the directionality of 
identity and intimacy does not support such a different developmental 
path for f emales . This suggests that previous findings derived frolll 
concurrent data have in some way c l ouded the relationship between the 
constructs . 
L imi ta tions 
Every study has its share of limitations affecting the 
generalizability of the results . Since the subjects in this study were 
non-randomly selected college student volunteers , results may not be 
generalizable to non- student populations . Also the sample size limited 
cross- lag analyses of the BSRI categories by ge nder since the cell s izes 
became too s ma ll for reliable correlational comparisons . A larger sample 
may have also improved the significance of cross- lag correlations. 
In this study , every attempt has been made to meet the set of 
conditions that increases the probability that a cross-lag analysis 
will yield Ireaningful results (Ke nny & Harachewicz, 1979). These 
conditions include at least moderate synchronous correlations (.30), 
sample size near 100, and that none of the variables were derived from 
the other variables when computing communality ratios. 
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However , there is still the issue of the appropriate tirre lag 
between data collection at Tirre 1 and Tirre 2. There were no studles 
available to suggest what an appropriate tirre lag would be for rreasuring 
change in identity and intimacy developrrent in later adolescents . A 
balance must be r eached between collecting data over a long enough period 
for Lhere to be developrrent , yet at tirre periods close enough to maintain 
stationarity and autocorrelations . For this study a five wee k tirre 
l ag wa s chosen during fall quarter with the first data collection being 
near the end of O:::tober and the second wave being after Thanksgiving 
vacation during the first week of December just prior to finals. Us ing 
the rationa le that particularly for freshrren, fall quarter is a key 
transition quarter with regard to identity and intimacy resolutions 
it was hoped that this tirre lag would be sufficient to detect change 
yet maintain stationarity. The stationari ty conditions held for the 
CPSI measures but wer e weaker with the COM- CIS rreasures when compared 
with the CPSI . An issue yet to be resolved by future studies is the 
identification of critical tirre l ags to effectively rreasure the 
re la ti.onship between developrrental constructs such as identity and 
i ntimacy . 
Future Research 
Suggestions for future research are rrentioned throughout the 
di.scllssion . However, repl ica tion of this study using a non-college 
population (of middle and late adolescents) with more than two waves 
of data collection would make the r esults more generalizable and shed 
more light on the critical lag period for analyses and developmental 
patterns over time. 
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Considering previous research and the findings herein, it seems 
important to further our understanding of the relationship of ideological 
and interpersonal dimensions of identity to intimacy development . 
Studies designed to assess gender and sex role distinctions across these 
measures should be undertaken with large samples of adolescents. 
Qualitative as wel l as quantitative measures of intimacy should be 
included to assess same and opposite sex friendships .over time . Perhaps 
by implementing longitudinal designs utilizing identity and intimacy 
instruments reflecting these refinements , the lagged data collected 
will give us a more accurate picture of and reveal subtl eties in 
identity/intimacy development heretofore uncovered. 
Finally, to fully understand the identity/intimacy developmetal 
pattern , it may be wise to implement a sociobiological theoretical 
framework in fu t ure stUdies. In light of this study's interesting 
findings regarding sex role orientation distinctions , measurement of 
testosterone should be D1cluded in future studies to determb1e what 
effect , if any, biological factors play in the developmental progression 
of identity and intimacy development . 
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Appendix A. The Revised Version of the 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status 
Read each item and indicate to wha t degree it reflects your awn thoughts 
and feelings . If a statement has rrore than one part , please indicate 
your r eaction to the statement as a whole. Indicate your answer on 
the answer sheet by choosing one of the following responses . 
Note : Each item is designated according to the domain area 
(Occupation, Religion, Politics , Phi l osophi cal Life Style , Friendship, 
Dating , Sex Roles , or Recreation) and Ego Identity Status (Identity 
Achievement , Moratorium , Diffusion, or Foreclosure) . 
A Strongly agree 
B Moderately agree 
C Agr ee 
D Disagree 
E Moderately disagree 
F Strongly disagree 
1. I haven ' t chosen the occupation I really want to get into, and I' m 
just working at whater is availabl e until something better comes 
along . (Oc:cupa Lion/Diffusion ) 
2. When it comes to religion, I just haven ' t found anything that appeals 
and I don't really fee l the need to l ook. (Re ligion/ Diffusion) 
3. My ideas about men's and women's roles are identical to my 
parent ' s . What has worked for them will obvi ously work for me . 
(Sex Roles/Foreclosure) 
4. There ' s no singl e "life style " which appeals to me more than 
another. (Phil. L S/Diffusion) 
5 . 'l'here ' s a lot of different kinds of people . I ' m still exploring 
the many possibilities to find the right kind of friends for me. 
(Friendship/Moratorium) 
6. I sometimes join in r ecreationa l activities when asked , but I rarely 
try anything on my own. (Recreation/Diffus ion) 
7. I haven't really thought about a "dating style" . I ' m not too 
concer ned whether I date or not. (Dating/ Diffusion) 
8. Politics is something tha t I can never be too sure about because 
thi.ngs change so fast. But I do think it ' s important to know what 
I can politically stand for and believe in. (Politics/Achievement ) 
9. I'm still trying to decide how capable I am as a person and what 
jobs will be right for me. (Occupation/Moratorium) 
10 . I don't give religion much thought and it doesn't bother me one 
way or the other. (Religion/Diffusion) 
11. There's so many ways to divide responsibilities in marriage, I'm 
trying to decide what will work for me. (Sex Roles/Moratorium) 
12. I ' m looking for an acceptable perspective for my own "life style" 
view, but I haven't really found it yet. (Phil. L S/Moratorium) 
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13 . There are many reasons for friendship, but I choose my close friends 
on the basis of certain values and similarities that I've personally 
decided on. (Friendship/Achievement) 
14. While I don't have one recreational activity I'm really committed 
to, I'm experiencing numerous leisure outlets to identify one I 
can really get involved in. (Recreation/Moratorium) 
15 . Based on past experiences, I've chosen the type of dating 
relationship I want now . (Dating/Achievement) 
16. I haven ' t really considered politics. It just doesn ' t excite me 
much. (Politics/Diffusion) 
17. I might have thought about a lot of different jobs, but there's 
never really been any question since my parents said what they 
wanted. (Occupation/Foreclosure) 
18. A person ' s faith is unique to each individual. I ' ve considered and 
reconsidered it myself and know what I can believe . 
(Religion/Achievement) 
19 . I've never really seriously considered men's & women ' s roles in 
marriage . It just doesn ' t seem to concern me. (Sex Roles/Diffusion) 
20 . After considerable thought I've developed my own individual viewpoint 
of what is for me an ideal "lifestyle" and don ' t believe anyone 
will be likely to change my perspective . (Phil . L S/Achievement) 
21 . My parents know what ' s best for me in terms of how to choose my 
friends. (Friendship/Foreclosure) 
22. I've chosen one or more recreational activities to engage in 
regularly from lots of things & I'm satisfied with those choices . 
(Recreation/Achievement.) 
23 . I don't think about. dating much. I just kind of take it. as it 
comes. (Dating/Diffusion ) 
24. I guess I'm pretty much like my folks when it comes to politics. I 
follow what they do i n terms of voting and such. 
(Poli tics/Foreclosure) 
25. I'm really not interested in finding the right job, any job will 
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do . I just seem to flow with what ' s available . (Occupation/Diffusion) 
26 . I'm not so sure what religion means to me. I ' d like to make up my 
mind but I'm not done looking yet . (Re ligion/Moratorium) 
27. My ideas about men's & women 's roles come right from my parents 
and family . I haven ' t seen any need t o look further . 
(Sex Roles/Foreclosure) 
28. My awn views on a desirable lifestyle were taught to me by my parents 
and I don ' t see any need to question what they taught me. 
(Phil. L S/Foreclosure ) 
29 . I don't have any real close friends , & I don ' t think I'm looking 
for one right now. (Friendship/Diffusion) 
30 . Sometimes I join in leisure activities , but I r eally don 't see a 
need to look for a particular activity to do regularly. 
(Recreation/Diffusion) 
31. I'm trying out different types of dating relationships . I just 
haven' t decided what i s best for me. (Dating/Moratorium) 
32 . There are so many different politica l parties and ideals. I can't 
decide which to follow until I figure i t a ll out. 
(Politics/Moratorium) 
33. It took me a while to figure it out, but now I rea lly know what 
I ~mnt for a career . (Occupation/Achievement) 
34. Re ligion is confusing to me right now . I keep changing my views 
on what is right and wrong for me. (Religion/Moratorium) 
35 . I've spent some time thinking about men ' s and women ' s roles in 
marriage and I've decided what will work best for me. 
(Sex Roles/Achievement) 
36 . In finding an acceptable viewpoint to life itself, I find myself 
engaging in a lot of discussions with others and some self-
exploration . (Phil. L S/Moratorium) 
37 . I only pick friends my parents would approve of . 
(Friendship/Foreclosure) 
38. I've always like doing the same recreational acitvities my parents 
do and haven 't ever serious ly considered anything else . 
(Recreation/Foreclosure) 
39. I only go out with the type of people my parents expect Ire to 
date. (Dating/Foreclosure) 
40. I've thought my political beliefs through and realize I can agree 
with SOIre & not other aspects of what my parents believe . 
(Politics/AchieveIrent) 
41. My parents decided a long tiIre ago what I should go into for 
emploYIrent and I'm following through their plans. 
(Occupation/Foreclosure) 
42. I've gone through a period of serious questions about faith and 
can now say I understand what I believe in as an individual. 
(Religion/AchieveIrent) 
43. I've been thinking about the roles that husbands and wives play 
a lot these days , and I'm trying to make a final decision. 
(Sex Roles/Moratorium) 
44. My parent's views on life are good enough for me, I don ' t need 
anything e l se . (Phil. L S/Foreclosure) 
45. I've tried many different friendships and now I have a clear idea 
of what I lock for in a friend. (Friendship/AchieveIrent) 
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46. After trying a lot of different recreational activities I've found 
one or more I really enjoy doing by myself or with friends . 
(Recreation/Achievement) 
47. My preferences about dating are still in the process of developing. I 
haven't fully decided yet. (Dating/Moratorium) 
48. I 'm not sure about my political beliefs , but I'm trying to figure 
out what I can truly believe in. (Politics/Moratorium) 
49. It tack Ire a long tiIre to decide, but now I know for sure what 
direction to move in for a career . (Occupation/AchieveIrent) 
50. I attend the SaIre church my family has a lways attended. I' ve never 
really questioned why. (Religion/Foreclosure) 
51. There are many ways that married couples can divide up family 
responsibilities. I' ve thought about lots of ways and now I know 
exactly how I want it to happen for me. (Sex Ro les/Achievement ) 
52. I guess I just kind of enjoy life in general, and I don't see myself 
living by any particular viewpoint to life. (Phil. L S/Diffusion) 
53. I don 't have any c lose friends. I just like to hang around with 
the crowd . (Friendship/Diffusion) 
54. I've been experiencing a variety of r ecreational activities in hopes 
of finding one or more I can enjoy for SOIre tiIre to COIre. 
(Recreation/Moratorium) 
55. I've dated different types of people and now know exactly what my 
awn "unwritten rules" for dating are and who I will date . 
(Dating/Achievement) 
56. really have never been involved in politics enough to have made 
a firm stand one way or the other. (Politics/Diffusion) 
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57 . I just can't decide what to do for an occupation. There are so many 
t~at have possibilities . (Occupation/Moratorium) 
58 . I've never really questioned my religion. If it's right for my 
parents it must be right for me . (Re l igion/Foreclosure) 
59. Opinions on men ' s and women 's roles seem so varied that I don ' t 
think much about it. (Sex RoleS/Diffusion) 
60 . After a l ot of self-examination I have established a very definite 
view on what my awn lifestyl e will be . (Phil. L S/Achievement) 
61. I r eally don't know what kind of friend is best for me . I 'm trying 
to figure out exactly what friendship means to me . 
(Friendship/Moratorium) 
62 . All of my recreational preferences I got from n~ parents and I 
haven't really tried anything e l se . (Recreation/Foreclosure ) 
63 . I date only people my parents would approve of . (Dating/Foreclosure ) 
64 . My folks have always had their awn politica l & moral beliefs about 
i.ssues like abortion & mercy killing and I 've always gone along 
accepting what they have. (Pol itics/Foreclosure) 
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Appendix B. Erikson Psychosocial Inventory Scale 
Responses range from 1 (hardly ever true) to 5 (almost always true) . 
Item Subscale 
Trust 
3 . wish I had more self-control 
12. I find the world a very confusing place 
19. I worry about losing control of my feelings 
20. I have few doubts about myself 
24. other people understand me 
31. I find that good things neve r last long 
36. Things and people usually turn out well for me 
38. I think the world and people in it are basically good 
42. People are out to get me 
47. I find myself expecting the worst to happen 
53. I'm as good as other people 
64. I trust people 
Alltoruny 
1. I am able to take things as they come 
2 . I can 't make sense of my life 
5. I can ' t make up my own mind about things 
8. I'm never going to get on in this world 
13. I know when to please myself and when to please others 
28 . I really believe in myself 
39 . I am ashamed of myself 
54 . I like to make my own choices 
55. I don't feel confident of my judgment 
62 . I can stand on my own two feet 
63. I find it hard to make up my mind 
65 . I like my freedom and don't want to be tied down 
Initiative 
7. am able to be first with new ideas 
16. don't seem to have the ability that most others have got 
21 . I rely on other people to give me ideas 
23. I think I must be basically bad 
26. I feel guilty about many things 
34. I'm an energetic person who does lots of things 
46. I can stop myself doing things I shouldn't be doing 
50 . I find myself denying things even though they are true 
57. I cope very well 
61. I'm a follower rather than a leader 
66. I like new adventures 
69 . I like finding out about new things or places 
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Item Subscale 
IMustry 
15. I don ' t seem to be able to achieve my ambitions 
22. I don't enjoy working 
25. I'm a hard worker 
32 . I feel I am a useful person to have arowld 
35. I'm trying hard to achieve my goals 
40. I'm good at my work 
45. I can 't stand lazy people 
52 . I waste a lot of my time messing around 
58 . I 'm not much good at things that need brains or skill 
60. I stick with things until they're finished 
68 . I don ' t get things finished 
70 . I don ' t get much done 
Identity 
6. I change my opinion of myself a l ot 
10. I've got a clear idea of what I want to be 
11. I feel mixed up 
14. The important things in life are c l ear to me 
17. I've got it together 
18. I know what kind of person I am 
29. I can 't decide what I want to do with my life 
37. I have a strong sense of what it means to be female/male 
43. I like myself and am proud of what I stand for 
44. I don't really know what I'm a ll about 
49 . I find I have to keep up a front when I'm with people 
51. I don't really feel involved 
Intimacy 
4. I get embarrassed when sorreone begins to tell me personal things 
9. I'm ready to get involved with a special person 
27. I'm warm and friendly 
30 . It's important to me to be completel y open with my friends 
33. I keep what I really think and feel to myself 
41. I think it's crazy to get too involved with people 
48. I care deeply for others 
56 . I'm basically a loner 
59 . I have a close physical and emotional relationship with another 
person 
67. I prefer not to show too ITn.lch of myself to others 
71 . Being alone with other people makes me feel uncomfortable 
72 . I find it easy to make close friends 
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Appendix C. Inventory of Psychosocial Developnent 
Following these instructions you will find a list of 60 items and phrases 
'"hich were used by students to describe themselves . Please use the 
list to describe yourself as you honestly feel and believe you are. 
Po11oHing each phrase are number from 7 to 1. Circle the (7) for phrases 
that are definitely most characteristic of you , the (6) for phrases 
that are very characteristic of you , etc . Circle the (1) if the phrase 
is definitely most uncharacteristic of you. In other words: 
7 definitely most characteristic of you 
6 very characteristic of you 
5 somewhat characteristic of you 
4 neither characteristic nor uncharacteristic of you 
3 somewhat uncharacteristic of you 
2 very uncharacteristic of you 
1 definitely most uncharacteristic of you 
Be sure when you do these ratings that you are guided by your best 
judgment of the way you really are . There is no need to ponder your 
ratings excessively; your first impressions are generally the best . 
IX> tJle phrases in order . Be sure to answer every item . 
1. placid and untroubled 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
2. an automatic response to all situations 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
J . adventuresome 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
4. can 't fulfill my ambitions 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
5 . confidence is brimming over 7 6 5 4 1 
6. little regard for the rest of the wor ld 7 6 5 4 3 1 
7. incapable of absorbing frustrations and 
everything frustra t es me 7 6 5 4 J 1 
8 . value independence above security 7 6 5 4 3 2 
9 . sexually blunted 765 4 2 1 
10 . conscientious and hard- working 7 6 5 4 3 1 
11. a poseur , all facade and pretense 7 654 3 2 1 
12 . candid , not afraid to expose myself 7 6 5 4 1 
13 . accessible to new ideas 7 6 5 4 1 
14. meticulous and over- organized 
15 . dynamic 
16 . don ' t apply myse l f fully 
17 . natural and genuine 
18 . preoccupied with myself 
19 . can ' t share anything 
20 . free and spontaneous 
21 . afraid of impotence 
22 . interested i n l earning and like to study 
23 . spread myself thin 
24. warm and friendly 
25 . imperturbable optimist 
26 . cautious , hesitant , doubting 
27 . ambitious 
28 . f r i tter away my time 
29 . poiSed 
30. very lone l y 
31 . pessimistic, little hope 
32 . stand on my own t'.oX) f eet 
33 . think too much about the wrong things 
34 . serious , have high standards 
35 . attempt to appear at ease 
36 . have sympathetic concern for others 
37 . able to take things as they come 
38 . feel as if I were being followed 
39 . i nventive , de l ight in f i nding new 
solutions to new problems 
40. ineffective , don ' t amount to much 
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7 6 5 2 1 
76543 1 
7654 321 
7654 321 
7654 321 
7 6 5 4 2 1 
7654 321 
7654321 
7654 321 
7654 21 
7654 21 
7654 3 1 
765 321 
76543 2 1 
7654 321 
7654 321 
7 6 5 4 2 1 
76543 2 1 
76543 21 
7 6 5 4 2 1 
7 6 5 4 1 
7654321 
7654 32 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
7 6 5 4 3 
76543 2 1 
7 6543 21 
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41. know who I am a nd what I want out of life 7 6 5 4 3 2 
42. cold a nd remote 765 4 3 2 1 
43 . dim nosta l gia for l ost paradise 765 321 
44. quiet l y go my own way 765 321 
45 . big smoke but no fire 7 6 5 2 1 
46 . accomplish much , truly productive 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
47 . never know ho,", I f ee l 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
48 . tactful in persona l re l ations 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
49. deep , unshakable faith i n myself 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
50 . a lways i n the wrong , apo l ogetic 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
51 . sexua lly aware 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
52 . a p l ayboy , always "hacking awund " 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
53 . pride in my own c haracter and values 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
54 . secretly oblivious to the opinions of others 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
55 . never get what I r eally want 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
56 . good judge to when to compl y and when 
to assert myself 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
57 . inhibited and self- restricted 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
58 . excel in my work 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
59 . afraid of commitment 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
60 . comfortabl e in intimate re l ationships 7 6 5 4 2 1 
lhe items corresponding to each of the 12 subscales on the Inventory 
of Psychosocial Development are : 
Basic Trust 1 , 13, 25 , 37 , 49 
Autonomy 8 , 20 , 32 , 44 , 56 
Initiative 3, 15, 27 , 39 , 51 
I ndustry 10, 22, 34 , 46 , 58 
Identity 5, 17 , 29 , 41 , 53 
IntiJ1'acy 12, 24 , 36 , 48 , 60 
Basic Mistrust 7, 19 , 31 , 43 , 55 
Shame & D::Jubt 2, 14 , 26 , 38 , 50 
Guilt 9 , 21 , 33 , 45 , 57 
Inferiority 4, 16 , 28 , 40 , 52 
Identity Diffusion 11 , 23 , 35 , 47 , 59 
I solation 6, 18 , 30, 42 , 54 
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Appendix D. Bern Sex Role Inventory 
Subjects are asked to indicate on a 7-point scale how _11 each of the 
60 characteristics are self--<lescriptive. Responses range from 1 ("Never 
or almcst never true) to 7 ("Always or almcst always true"). 
Item 
49. 
46. 
58. 
22. 
13. 
10. 
55. 
4. 
37. 
19. 
25. 
7. 
52. 
31. 
40. 
1. 
34. 
16. 
43. 
28 . 
11. 
5. 
50. 
32. 
53. 
35. 
20. 
14. 
59. 
47. 
56 . 
17. 
26. 
8. 
38. 
23. 
44. 
29. 
41. 
2. 
Subscale 
Masculine items 
Acts as a leader 
Aggressive 
Ambitious 
Analytical 
Assertive 
Athletic 
Competitive 
Defends own beliefs 
Dominant 
Forceful 
Has leadership abilities 
Independent 
Individualistic 
Makes decisions easily 
Masculine 
Self- reliant 
Self- sufficient 
Strong personality 
Willing to take a stand 
Willing to take risks 
Feminine items 
Affectionate 
Cheerful 
Childlike 
Compassionate 
Does not use harsh language 
Eager to soothe hurt feelings 
Feminine 
Flatterable 
Gentle 
Gullible 
IDves children 
Loyal 
Sensitive to the needs of others 
Shy 
Soft spoken 
Sympathetic 
Tender 
Understanding 
Warm 
Yielding 
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Item Subscale 
Neutral items 
51. Adaptable 
36 . Conceited 
9. Conscientious 
60. Conventional 
45 . Friendly 
15 . Happy 
3. Helpful 
48. Inefficient 
24. Jealous 
39. Likeable 
6. Moody 
21. Reliable 
30. Secretive 
33. Sincere 
42 . Solemn 
57 . Tactful 
12. Theatrical 
27. Truthful 
18 . Unpredictable 
54 . Unsystematic 
Appendix E. Questionnaire Measure of Emotional Empathy 
The questionnaire is designed to measure the subject's feelings 
about the follawj~g situations. Subjects are asked to ~dicate haw 
much they agree or disagree with responses ranging from 1 (Never) to 
5 (Almost always ) • 
1. It makes me sad to see a lonely stranger in a group. 
2. People make too much of the feelings and sensitivity of animals . 
3. I often find public displays of affection annoy~g. 
4. I am annoyed by unhappy people who are just sorry for themselves. 
5. becOlre nervous if others around me seem to be nervous. 
6. find it silly for people to cry out of happiness. 
7. tend to get emotionally involved with a friend's problems. 
8. Sometimes the words of a love song can move me deeply . 
9. I tend to lose control when am br~ging bad news to people. 
10. The people around me have a great ~fluence on my moods. 
11. Most foreigners I have met seem cool and unemotional. 
12. I would rather be a social worker than work ~ a job training 
center. 
13. don ' t get upset just because a friend is acting upset. 
14 . like to watch people open presents. 
15 . Lonely people are probably unfriendly. 
16. Seeing people cry upsets me . 
17. Some songs make me happy. 
18. I really get involved with the feelings of the characters ~ a 
novel. 
19. get very angry when I see someone being ill-treated . 
20. am able to remain calm even though those around me worry. 
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21. When a friend starts to talk about his/her problems, I try to steer 
the conversation to something else. 
22 . Another's laughter is not catching for me. 
23 . Sometimes at the rrovies 
sniffling around me. 
am amused by the arrount of crying and 
24 . I am able to make decisions without being influenced by people ' s 
feelings. 
25. I cannot continue to feel OK if people around me are depressed. 
26. It is hard for me to see how some things upset people so much. 
27. I am very upset when I see an animal in pain . 
28 . Becoming involved in books or rrovies is a little silly. 
29. It upsets me to see helpless old people . 
30. become rrore irritated than sympathetic when I see someone ' s tears. 
31 . become very involved when I watch a rrovie. 
32 . ·1 often find that I can remain cool in spite of the excitement 
around me. 
33. Little chi ldren sometimes cry for no apparent reason. 
Appendix F. Tables 
Table 6 
Correlations Between EOM-EIS Subscales and IPD Negative Resolution 
Subscales 
IPD Subscales 
Identity Diffusion Isolation 
EOM-EIS 
Ideological 
Diffusion .23** ( .20**)a 
. 29*** (. 31***) 
Foreclosure 
.05 ( . 04) . 07 ( .01) 
Moratorium . 24** ( . 30***) . 30*** (.29***) 
Achievement 
-.18* (-.12) -.17* (-.25***) 
Interpersonal 
Diffusion .32*** ( .31***) .45*** ( .36***) 
Foreclosure -.05 (.02) - . 13 ( .03) 
Moratorium .21** ( .16*) . 30*** ( . 15*) 
Achievement 
-.01* (-.08) - . 16* (-.08) 
a Correlation coefficients for Time 2 indicated in () 
* 
** 
*** 
p < .05 
p < .01 
P < .001 
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Table 7 
Synchronous , Auto , and Cross- Lagged Correlations Between IPD Identity 
and Intimacy Measures (corre lations corrected for attenuation in 
reliability) • 
Category 
Males 
Sex role controlled 
Low Empathy 
High Empathy 
Low Masculinity 
High Masculinity 
low Feminini.ty 
High Femininity 
Femal es 
Sex role controlled 
Low Empathy 
High Empathy 
Low Masculinity 
High Masculinity 
Low Femininity 
High Femininity 
Correlations 
Synchronous Auto Cross-lagged 
r x1y1 r x2y2 rxlx2 r y1y2 r x1y2 rylx2 za 
. 60 
. 48 
.78 
. 33 
. 58 
. 55 
.60 
. 57 
. 54 
.46 
. 59 
. 53 
. 39 
. 62 
.63 
. 54 
.62 
. 45 
.70 
. 48 
. 61 
. 53 
.72 
. 48 
.56 
.44 
. 64 
. 52 
.40 
.66 
. 68 
. 51 
. 62 
.49 
.63 
. 59 
. 65 
. 51 
.67 
.56 
.61 
.54 
. 49 
.71 
. 51 
.67 
.36 
. 68 
.47 
. 29 
.46 
.47 
. 69 
. 20 
. 52 
.31 
. 63 
.48 
. 58 
. 62 
. 51 
.74 
.42 
. 59 
. 38 
.17 
.41 
. 26 
.44 
.20 
. 50 
.21 
.41 
. 28 
. 56 
.41 
.36 - .09 
. 09 -.52 
.40 -.05 
. 28 .11 
.59 . 92 
.04 -. 88 
. 35 -.94 
. 29 .42 
.24 -1.44 
. 07 -1.53 
.16 - 2.49** 
. 27 -.82 
.16 .01 -. 78 
.66 .42 -1.68 
.46 -.04 - 1.72* 
.42 . 28 -1.10 
Note : On all correlations the subscripts refe r to the following 
information: Xl = identity , Time 1; x2 = identity , Time 2; Y1 = intimacy , 
Time I; Y2 = intimacy, Time 2. 
a Z test of significance for the difference between cross-lagged 
correlations. 
* p < .10 . ** p< .05 . 
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Table 8 
synchronous, Auto , and Cross-Lagged Correlations Between EPSI Identity 
and Intimacy Measures by BSRI categorization (corr e l ati ons corrected 
for attenuation in reliability) . 
Correl ations 
Synchronous Auto Cross-lagged 
category r x1y1 r x2y2 rxlx2 r y1y2 r x1y2 rylx2 Za 
Masculine . 42 .49 . 83 . 62 . 52 . 44 - .46 
Feminine . 42 .38 .81 . 71 . 39 . 30 -. 70 
Androgynous . 55 . 51 . 54 . 46 .42 .15 -1. 76* 
Undifferentiated . 52 . 63 .47 .58 .43 .19 -1. 10 
Controlling for Gender 
Masculine . 44 .51 . 83 . 62 . 56 .44 -.70 
Feminine .43 . 38 . 81 . 72 .41 . 31 -. 77 
Androgynous . 55 . 51 . 54 .46 .42 .15 -1. 77* 
Undifferentiated . 53 . 59 . 46 . 57 . 42 . 16 - 1. 12 
Note: On a l l correlations the subscripts refer to the fo l lowing 
information: xl = ident i ty , Time 1; x2 = ident ity , Time 2; Y1 = intimacy , 
Time 1; Y2 = intimacy , Time 2. 
a Z test of signifi cance for the difference between cross-lagged 
correlations . 
* p < .10 . 
